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• Student population
University
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Enrollment across the Universi-
ty of Maine System is down slightly
Iron last year, and it comes as no
surprise to anyone in administration.
The number of students, pail-
and full-time, throughout the sys-
tem, is down 3.5 percent from 1992,
according to a list of figures issued
from the chancellor's office on Oct
15
This list reports that the total
students for 1992 and 1991 are 18.615
system student enrollment down
and 17,786, re :festively
This drop was accurately pre-
dicted and mimed for by the heath
of each univirsity, however, J.
Michael ( ken& iff. the university sys-
tem's acting chancellor said.
"They've barn doing it every
year for years," he said.
Three maintieces of data helped
administration .Oresee the change
this time
The first culprit for the oirrall
decrease in enrollment, he said, in-
volves the ' 'baby lust "The birthrate
in the rx.rthea_ste ntlS slowed dur-
ing the 1970s
This has resulted in smaller grad-
uating high school classes in Maine
and even smaller first- ear classes in
the state's universities
The baby bust is the main reason
for the slight drops in head count at
mast of the University of Maine
campuses.
The Jni versity ofMai ne arOuino
has seen the most dramatic drop in
its enrollment. from 12,313 students
in 1992 to 11.34 today. The figure
is down 79 percent fmm last year.
according to the October import
The change is primarily UMaine
President Fled Hutchinson's recent
downsiring plan at work. Orenduff
said
Hutchinson announced last
spring that he plans to help involve
llMaine's quality of education, in
part by shrinking the university com-
munity usnew hat
Another campus whose 1993
enrollment is greatly reduced is at
Presque Isle It's down 6.3 percent
from last s.e.ar s count OrendutT said
See ENROLLMENT
on page 8
• Technology workshop
Federal state leaders examine Maine technology transfer
Sen George Mitchell add'esses the Technology Fram4er Work
shop Sat(Jrda‘ n the Wells Conference Cer ter (McIntyre
photo)
By Mike McLaughlin several federal and state agencies
put their heads together with one
goal in mind - =pro's ;rig the
It is often said that two heads funne of technology development
are better than one, and on Satur- The head of UMaine. PrIL.Si-
da at the University of Maine dent Fred Hutch ;Isom welcomed
Staff Writer
the distinguished crowd in the
Wells Conference Center on Sat-
urday morning to the day-long
Federal Research. Technology
Development and Technology
Transfer Workshop
The workshop was designed
to investigate collaborative feder-
al funding opportunities for
Maine's businesses and research-
ers The workshop's focus was
also to forge parnershtpc between
business, research. gosernment
and academia leaders according
to Hutchinson
"We've been working this re-
laiionship for a long time now.
hut we still are developing it aren't
we" Pnonties continue changing
on you end and on our end. Re-
source availability changes on
both ends That s why 1 m so glad
that we have this group of you
here today on our campus,- he
said
After getting the stage for the
workshop. Hutchinson turned the
podium over to Sen. George
Mitchell. who gave the day s open
ing address.
-For too long. Maine business-
es and academic institutions have
not taken full ads antage of feder-
al research development grants
for research opportunity and for
even longer federal agencies have
not been fully aware of the poten-
tial and the innosation found here
in Maine," Mitchell told the work-
shop participants
The senator said it is neces-
sary' to pool the talents and re-
sources that are as ailable to the
state and the benefits acquired
from this pool will ripple into the
future of Maine business and or
search Mitchell said we have al-
ready begun to see benefits from
one of the drops in this pool
He announced that the state of
Maine has been awarded a grant
from the National Institute of Sci-
ence and Technology that will
implement a State Technology
Extension Program in Maine The
$100,000 grant will help to coor-
dinate a delivery system of tech-
nology related services to small
and medium-sired businesses on
the state
first step in devel-
oping a statewide manufacturing
See TECHNOLOGY
on Mc 8
• Explosive
Callbox
target of
bomber
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
On lialk>ween morning, at
around 1 -10 ant, an explosive
des ice was placed in the emer-
gency call box near the Alfond
Aims. The box valued at 55.0(X),
was destroyed, throwing one-
fourth inch-thick pieces of metal
alloy acrow the pasting kg
-We were picking up pieces
cg to 80 and 90 feet away of what
arasinted to shripner UMaine
hihbc Safety OtTovair BI* Nor-
man said. UMPD learned of the
tbanagewhen OfficerOrisGard-
her was making a mtaine dock
on the callbox Sunday naiui
km-Lading to Norman, a sig-
nificant amount of eviderce was
collected at the scene of the ex-
plosion, contary to popular be-
bef about bombings and lack of
physical remains On Tuesday.
an explosiv -s expert from the
Bangor Poise Department will
aid in the investigation.
Norman said the pieces of the
box will be nientiiied Nal sepa-
rated from the debris. What is kft
wiflthepixes !lithe bomb. Those
piecrs will be recor.strocted,
cherniadly analyred wai checked
for fingerprints-.
"As everybody's seen in the
World Trade Center mpiosion,
they got fingerprints offiliat stuff;
nothing nevertotallydestroyed,"
Norman said
* eatilansol that safety was
a teaf bow in this case. fink tie
cellacit. al device trieCi to keep
people safe, was dect--Ted PIA
get cuta have Inn& finding funds
See BOMB on page 8
• Election day
 
MM1111.11..=•1111•112111111MMIIMMINII
Low voter interest means no polls on campus
By John Roy
Staff Writer
The people ot  le have the
opportunity to exercise their con-
stitutional nght to sole tomorrow
For on-campus students this
may pose a problem There are no
polls on campus
Lack of interest is the main
reason for this. Orono Tow n llerk
Wanda Thomas %aid in an inter -
stew Enday afternoon
There are polls on campus only
during even -numbered sears Th
omas added
Those are thi years that gulver
natonal and pre-idential elections
are held Students show greater
interest in these elections
Tuesday s ballot offers only
local seats being „xintested and state
referendum qucstions These do
not draw in the student., Thomas
said
If on -campu • students so II wish
to have their u.y they can vote at
the Orono kmene an Legion locat-
ed at 158 Part Street. Orono
This Is the poll location for
ward 1 That is the ward that in-
cludes l Maine The Keith Ander-
son Community House at 19 Ben-
noe-h Road. Orono, is the polling
place for ward 2 To find out what
ward you are in. contact the Orono
Town Office
Students who registered on
campus last year are still eligible
to vote this year without register-
ing again Election officials will
have a list of eligible voters at the
polls
Anyone not currently registered
who wants to participate in Tues-
day 'selections must register al the
Orono Tow-n Office located at 59
112 Main Street. Orono. under the
fire stanon
Plrispc, tive voters cannot reg
inn at the polls. Thomas said
The voting itself is easy Reg
istered voters pick up a halt., from
the election officials present at the
polls the officials will check the
vc4er. s name with their lists at the
same time
After picking up a ballot the
voter is directed to a voting booth
where they fill out the ballot
When that is done, the voter
ex its the booth and crops the ballot
into the automatic balk-it counter
This is the end of the voter panic-
•pation part
The counter tabulates the yeas
and nays automatically and gives
the results to the election officials
The officials put the results in
order and send them out to the
Maine Secretary of Stale
The Secretary 's office will tab-
ulate results Iron, across the state
and sas what passed and what dr,:
nor By this time the winners are
usually known thank, to the press
The polls will be open from it,
a m to 8 p m tomorrow. See
Wednesday's- Maine Campus for
('lenno's resuhs
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WorldBriefs
• Cuba announces reforms to socialist economy
• American Olympians assaulted by German rightists
• Shining Path Guerrillas blow up office in Peru
• Socialism
Cuba opens economy further
MEXICO 'ITY AP) -- Financially strapped Cuba opened its socialist economy1 even wider on Satunlay when it announced major reforms that will include a new
emphasis on pro ate investment in state enterprises
The announcement was made by Carlos Lage, President Fidel Castm's top economic
advisor. in Saturday 's edition of the Communist party newsparr Granma. It was carried by
the government's Prensa Latina news agency . monitored in Mexico City.
Lage said other economic reforms scheduled to go into effect over the next few weeks
include new tight fiscal policies, an overhaul of the government workforce. a new emphasis
r)t., unsin and petroleum for export earnings, and reorganization of agricultural production.
I age also announced that the Communist got 'eminent was talking with Washington about
opening up telephone communications between Cuba and the United States. as well as more
channels for Cuhan- Americans to send mones to their relatives on the Caribbean island
-International conditions have changed. important sector‘ of this community have
changed These changes will allow us to have another it as of operating. another policy ...1..age
said.
The announced reforms are the latest in a sent-% that Cuba has been forced to make in the
face of a severe economic crisis caused by the loss ot aid and trade with former socialist
countries The crisis has been um& *vise b) the U.S elsMkKlik einhaip.
Cuba. one of the world's last remaining communist systems., long banned almost any form
of private enterprise But a squeeze on state rations created a booming black market
Cubans also can now own and spend foreign currency. and the government has eased
controls on currency imports. hoping to draw donations from relatives abroad
Lage insisted the moves did not indicate a move away from socialism
• Shining Path
No one injured in
bombing by guerrillas
L ru IMA. Pe - Shining Pathguemllas
a blew up the congressional office building Satur-
day on the eve of a referendum on a new conttitu-
non
No one was killed or iniured in the bombing. which took
place five blocks from the presidential palace But tt blew
out windows and npped through Interior offices destroying
desks and filing cabinets Colonial-era artwork inside a
church across the street was damaged
The night before, rebels blacked out the capital and a
wide ,A4ath of the Permian coast and the central Andes by
blowing up power lines Power had not fully restored by
Saturday afternoon
The iolerice followed President Alberto Fulimon's
announcement Fnday that four more guemlla leaders had
signed a letter supporting Shining Path founder Abimael
Guzman s call for peace talks to end the Maoist rebel
group's 13-year-old campaign cii v iolence The violence
has claimed 30,000 lives
Opposition politicians have avs used Iiirnon or ex
plotting the rebels' offer for peace talks to assure passage of
the new constitution, which includes a rosision to allow
him to run for immediate re-election
• Shooting
Five Catholics killed in
crowded village pub
4 men shouting "Trick or treat shot to death fiveBEI,FAST, Northern Ireland ( AP) Two gut -
and wounded several other people Saturday
night in a crowded village pub. police rind witnesses said
An outlawed Protestant paramilitary group claimed re-
moritiNlity for the artask in the Rising Sun hr and lounge
in Grey steel, a largely CatNil i village ahotn ;rule, west
of Belfast
The daughter of the pub owner told The Associated Press
about (0 people were in the pub when two masked gunmen
entered
'One said 'Trick or treat Then they shot everyone:*
said the woman, who identified herself only as Sharon
'There was nothing anyone could do but lie down and hope
they weren't hit
She said her *2-year-old grandfather was one of those
slain Among the wounded were three Protestants. she said
• Racism
German rightists assault Americans
2 of the American men's luge team in training at an eastern German winter resort,BERLIN AP) —Ger
man rightist extremists insulted and beat up two members
police said Satunlay
The assault occurred shortly. before midnight Friday in the Kurparkklaute discotheque
in Oherhof, a small town about 150 miles southwest of B
erlin
About 15 known German rightists, all in their 20s. "told the Americans when they car',
in to get lott.- said regional police chief Karl-Heinz Malina in nearby Suhl.
A fictfight broke out after the Germans heavily insulted'. iv.° of the Amencarts in LI:
group N ho were black, police said in a statement. They did not say. what words were used.
Police said a 26-year-old black American, whom they would not identify, sustained
facial bruises hut was not seriously injured
Robert Pipkins. whX) is black. apparently was the target of the attack, said Bob Hughes,
the I' S I uge Association's marketing director
Pylons. the 1992 junior world champion and a student at Drexel University in
Philadelphia. pushed one of the assailants, and Duncan Kennedy of Lake Placid, N.Y.,
stepped in to divert the attackers and took the brunt of the punishment while teammates
hustled Fhpkins out a hack door. Hughes said
Malina said police were called and five Germans were arrested He said he believed the
Americans were attacked because the Germans, all from S uh I. were "hostile to foreigners."
Attacks on foreigners by rightist extremists have become a cause of serious concern in
Germans in the three years since unification, and hair not been restricted to the former Iv
communist east
Hughes said he thought the attack was racially motivated
Worl dDigest
• UN security
Only four Somalis
show up for meeting
e MOGADISHl Somalia i AP) The first meet -
a ing of the 1 N sponsored Secunty Advisory Com-
mittee wasn't exactly a roaring success Saturday
Only four Somalis showed up
No one came to speak for either (len Mohamed Farrah
Aldid or Ali Mahdi Mohamed, the two warlords who have
divvied up Mogadishu lust two of Somalia , lc factions
were represented
The l 'noted Nations had hoped the session would he the
first step toward recronnp secunty in the capital. the scene
of pitched factional battles early this week and trioradk
fighting since then
Helicopters dropped ten, o! thousands of leaflets civet
Mogadishu on Saturday to urge people t, put away their
weapons
A I N offkla said of openly carried
weapons could hegn, early a, Sunday
• Nigerian Airways
Extremist leader
arrested for hijacking
6 ct democracy movement and two other people wereAGOS. Nigena ( AP) -- The head of an cur::
arrested on charges stemming from last week • !
jacking ot a Nigerian Airways let. a new %paper said S..
day
Malla-n Jerry Yusuf, sell-pros-lammed leakier ot Move-
ment for the Ads ancernent of Dernocracs which claimed
responsibility Inc the Attacking, was arrested Thursday it
Lagos, the newspaper said The other two were arren•-
Friday in the northern city of Bonn
The .kirtitis 310. carrying I9 people. was .
deered Monday by hoackers armed with guns an 
and diverted to Niamey, the capital of neighboring Niger
Most of the passengers were released there The Intact-
en, and group in I ago. demanded Nigeria's
military 
-hacked government resign and threatened to blow
the airs-,-afi
1he Maine Camp,
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• The day after
Halloween tricks may follow
national crime trends
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Ibis morning, people acniss Amenca
opened their front doors and sighed at expect-
ed sights: egged front lawns, soaped-up cars
and toilet-papered tires
In some urban places, the typical Hallow
een prankishness may have resulted in
smashed w indowc or even arson
A probable cause for the more harmful
Halloween pranks is the increase of all -around
come in the last few decades within the U S.
according to Steven Raritan. chair of the
University of Maine • s Sociology Department
"A lot of things have gotten worse, as fat
as crime goes, in the country," Barkan, whose
field of study is criminology, said
Radian guessed that most Halloween per-
petrators, based on common rnminal statis-
tics. are males between the ages of I and 20
Halloween night, he said, has an unusual
enect on some people s minds It pros-ides an
opportunity to do a little damage to the sur-
rounding neighlxiihood
Since it's traditionally a tune for people to
go a little wild and toss eggs around, some
more violence-oriented people may chocese
more tragically visible things to do
"People just get out of hand sometimes,"
he said
Alcohol and the "crows] phenomenon"
may he further causes into Halloween van-
dalism Ti's comparable to a frenzied mob
that sometimes forms after a local sports
team's victory, Raritan said
Many members of the group that stormed
the('Maine football tick] last Apnl and downed
goalpost after the Black Bears' NCAA win
might not have even thought of doing such a
thing hi themselves, for example
The same thing may take place in some
areas over the Halloween holiday, a ith a
"they're doing it, may be I should too" attitude.
"Halloween is a crazy time anyway." he
said.
As yet. however, Halloween-related van-
dalism is not considered senous enough for
anyone to study at length. Barkan said
There's simply a traditional expectation
and acceptance by many Americans that peo-
ple will cause some minor property abuse this
time of year
Some legendary late-October mayhem,
though. that has caused concern to parents is
unfounded, the cnminologist said. A few
year% ago, reean-hers delved into the classic
feat that some strangers may try to poison
candy for trick -or-heaters
The only such instances that were found
to end in a child's death were when a man
purposefully gave his oun son a poisoned
meat, and once when a r-hild deliberately
ingested heroin
Local geography also counts toward the
degree of crime. with more people crowded
into an area. Raritan said, more potential
s andals appear to attack more targets.
Ike Halloween spirit
Alice Lewis, UMPD dispatcher, celebrates Halloween in a wicked good way.
(Page photo.)
In the parucular case oft 'Maine. Hallow -
een crimes don't go beyond "the normal
pumpkin-smashing stuff," Public Safety
Officer Clvis Gardner said.
And what. in Balkan' 5 viva is one of the
worst crimes a
can commit?
Its really sad when little kids get their
rand taken away by older kids,- he said
-They just do it for a lark"
Halloween-night prankster
• Upcoming referendum
Officials feel limiting terms limits democracy
By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
Could a firm-year Congressional repre-
sentative influence policy decisions made in
Washington. DC in a way that's beneficial
it Maine" Would a mandated change in who
represents its translate into a loss of pol,rical
power, or does it free the political process
from today gridlock' Would limits on
time that 2 legislator could consecutively
serve gis-e power to the electorate or amplify
the clout of special interest group"
On Nos 2. Maine voters will he asked to
answer these questions The result could
have long -range implications on how policy.
decisions are made
The referendum, if passed, will enact
tern limits on Maine State legislators, the
secretan of state, treasurer, attorney gener-
al and the state auditor It will restost hold-
et, of these offices to no more than four
consecuuve terrns The proposal is retmac-
nye If a legislator has already served three
consecutive terms. the 1944 campaign could
he his or her lam
The campaign to enact terra limits has
been king and visible kr times the rhetoric
has clown with a flare alai is not often seen
in Maine politic;
"If Sam Adams were alive today . he'd be
organizing a rally outside the Portland con-
sulting firms that are spending nearly half a
million dollars to convince Maine people
that we have too many voting rights," Maine
Senate President Dennis DutrernMe said
The -half a million ollars" that he is
referring to has been provided almost exclu-
sively by one person She is Flirabeth B
Noyce of Meclovonak She has provided
nearly $370,000 of her own Tesne5 tc the
Committee for Governmental Reform ac-
cording to reports of campaign financing
filed in Augusta last week This S370,000
constitutes 93 percent of the money raised to
promote passage of the legislation
The Committee for Government Reform
is the organization responsible for collect-
ing the 95,000 signatures that placed the
measure on the ballot It is co-chaired by
former Democratic state chairman Rick
Barton, and former Republican state chair-
man Ted O'Meara
-Nmety -five thousand people signed the
petitions and as Betty says, she could only
sign them once There were not interest
Learn French
NOW is the time to enroll in a conversational French course
offered by a certified teacher of French. Your instructor is a
native French speaker who brings enthusiasm and experience
to the study of this language. Small classes (10 maximum)
allow for individual attention Class meets once a week for 3
hours.
For more information call 8274113.
groups behind this and an organization had
In be built from the ground up.- Barton said
COmpau an vely. the Off ^moon to term
limits has not spent nearly as much or been
as organized Financial statements filed in
Augusta show that the only money spent in
the aimpaign by opposition was $470 spent
by- the AR...-00 for two mailings
Recently several prominent Maine pol-
iticiatts. past and present have weighed in
against term limits
Former l.' .S. Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie called the proposition "anti-demo-
critic
1 sat in the United States Senate for 21
years A the end of that tirne, I thought 1 had
used that time petty welt- he said 'Term
funks we essentially anti-democratic I trust
Maine people to decide who to send, and who
not to send in .Augusta to represent theta"
If the referendum does pass tomormw .
one of those affected would be Rep John
Baldw-ci (Co-Bangor) Since he has alreads.
served three consecutive terms. the 1994
campaign would be his last
agree with Muskie when he say-s that
after a couple of years you are finally getting
the hang of it. I have &heady come out as
saymg that I will run in '94 if the referendum
passes There will be only one person in a
leadership position from all of northern and
eastern Maine. and that is on the taxation
committee it is important that I stay for that
transition,- Baldaccr said
Experts are predicting a low voter turn-
out around 25 percent and Baldaoci
believex that this will make the election
closer than people thought it might be.
-With people like Mitchell and Muskie
coming out against term limits, people are
seeing that it •s not such a simple issue But
people are going lode what they think makes
sense, and then kink hack and wonder if they
did the nght thing," he said.
China Garden
All Day
Students Special
Pepper Steak with onions
Pork Fried Rice
Egm Roll
$4450
(exp. 11/7/931
We Deliver
No Mlnimum Order
SI Delver) Fee
Dim Sun: For this week.
fre (Steam bun'
Mini Shrimp Rolls
Curry Bee Puff
(71/It
7 Oak Street
Orono
Cali 866-7344, 866-5844
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• Wildfires
Firefighters gain on blazes as
wind fails to materialize
California( AP1-Firefighters made big
gains against Southern California's devas-
tating wildfires Saturdas as a feared return
of powerful Santa Ana wind failed to mate-
rialize and a smother ng blanket of humid-
its fell on the region
Brush tires that swept over 162,000
acres and burned some 750 homes and
other buildings remained entrenched in
heavily overgrown areas Thousands of
firefighters gained ground in surrounding
the fires.
"It's up to Mother Nature It it stas-s
like this we should he in good shape,-
Battalion Chief Terry Manning said.
The 16,680-acre Laguna blaze, which
damaged or destroyed 366 Orange County
homes. was 100 percent contained Con-
tainment increased to 55 percent at the
5,-00
-acre A Itadena fire. where 118 homes
burned and 17 were damaged
Firefighters contained 90 percent ot the
37.600-acre Green Meadow blaze that de-
stroyed 35 houses and eight mobile homes
in Ventura County
"I have just been ternbls impressed
with the work of the people out there fight-
ing the fires.- President Clinton said in
Wa.hington
Losses from more than a dozen blazes
arrayed in a 200-mile arc from Ventura
County southeast to the Mexican border
totaled $500 million and were growing,
said Federal Emergencs Management
Agency Director James Lee Witt
Disaster aid application centers were
established in Ventura. Los Angeles, Or•
ange and Riverside counties Fire victims
in San Diego and San Bernardino courties
were able to apply for government help bs.
telephone
'We'll do whatever is necessars. ... so
these people can get their lives back togeth-
er,' Agriculture Secretary Mike Fsps told
Clinton in a call from a lire camp near
Altadena on the foothills of the San Gahriel
Mountains
In Sierra Madre, below the eastern flank
of the San Gabriel Mountains blaze, people
who escaped harm began to go about nor-
mal routines
-It you live here there's earthquakes
and fires — someplace else it's floods and
tornadoes !Cs just a part of life:' said Rick
Reed. whose It -)ear-old son Rick) play ed
a winter league baseball game at a park
Fire-squelching humidity increased to
levels ringing from 70 percent to 97 per-
cent early Saturday as the moist and cool-
ing influence of the Pacific Ocean domi-
nated Southern California's weather
A 20,700-acre fire that burned five
homes in San Diego County also v. as
brought to 90 percent containment with the
weather's help
On Saturday morning, traveler, found
thick fog in Laguna Canyon, where a suspect-
arson Naze began Wednesday and was
hurled down on Laguna Beach homes in a
matter of minutes by a powerful Santa Ana
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• Canadian politics
Chretien to take power with
mandate to create jobs
TORONTO (AP) • - When Jean (7hre
den takes power this week, he films the
task of trying to fulfill a campaign promise
to provide more Canadians with jobs.
Outgoing Prime Minister Kim Camp-
bell, on the other hand, confronts a long
struggle to rebuild her shattered Pi iigocs-
sive Conservati ve Party, which plummet-
ed from 155 legislative seats to two in last
week's elections.
Chretien'% left-of-center Liberal Party
woo a solid majority of 178 setts in the
295-sent House of Commons. Finishing
!mond was the separatist Bloc Quebecois
with 54 vats, followed hs the conserva-
dye Reform Party with 52
After he is sworn in as prime minister
on Thursday. one of Chretien's first tasks
will be to name the new Cabinet
He is also expected to move quickly on
a jobs is ogl am unease 11 2 percent unem-
ployment. deal with objections to the North
American Free Trade Agreement. and can-
cel a $36 billion military helicopter deal.
Chreten said during the campaign he
wants to teilegotiate pats of the original
U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agisenient and
NAFTA, which includes Mexico, to de-
fine subsidies and dumping and to give
Canada the same protection fist its energy
resources that Mexico has
The government got important hack-
ing when the president of the Business
Council on National Issues, a group of
high-powered business kaders who wens
firmly behind NAFTA, said Canada should
pull out of the deal if Washington makes
changes. Other business groups joined
U.S. congressional committees are
considering amendments to NAFI'A that
would give A nwrican cowls the final twrd
over disputes involving U.S. dutiet on
Canadian imports. Currently, binatiomi
panels arbitrate :rade disputes.
Thomas d'Aquino, president of the
business council, wrote to (',anada's trade
ministsy to sa) such an amendment could
alter the original intent of the deal.
"You don't star changing a corm-act
without talking to your partners,- said
Greg Mac l)onald of the Canadian Manu-
facturers Association "We had a done
deal"
Added Catherine Swift of the Canal,
an Federation ot Independent Business
"The U S are notorious or, trade
1 &X) t trust them as far as I can throw them
and I don't think too many Canadians
do"
The deal to purchase 43 Ell-101 heli-
copters for submarine hunting and search
and rescue was strongly criticized by op-
position parties during the election cam-
paign
Chit-tier) said he will move inirne(3,,,t,
Is to cancel the deal with a comortium
British and Italian companies, ever if it
means millions of dollars in penalties
Do You Have What It Takes To Be a
Resident Assistant?
The Department of Campus Living is
recruiting quality candidates for our
Resident Assistant Applicant Pool to fill a
limited number of vacancies.
The application procedure begins with this
required 1 hour information session.
Sessions will be held in the Penobscot Hall
Main Lounge, Wednesday, November
3rd at 4p.m., and again on Thursday,
November 4th at 4p.m.
Additional sessions will be held in January
for Fall 1994 positions.
Dive In and Make a Differ-7)7;71
Apply to Become a Resident Assistant. I
The Maine Cain;
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• Campus Security Act
Student conduct code recognizes
rights of assault victims
By Yolanda M. Sly the assistance of an advisor and/or legal
Staff Writer counsel
The second change is. *The officer shall
Victims of sexual assault now have the then in the case of an alleged sexual assault,
same rights as their alleged assailants due to inform the complainant of the outcome of
changes made in the University of Maine's the proceeding
student conduct code The final change is made under Recpon-
According to Joyce Wheeler. attorney sihilities of the Conduct Committee In
for 1.rMaine, The Student Right to Know and case of an alleged sexual assault. the Presi -
Campus Secunty Act of 1990 and the 1992 dent shall inform the complainant of the
"The changes that were made won't change
investigation procedures, but hopefully will encourage
people to come forward and report crimes."
—Lieutenant Alan Stormann, UMPD.
Higher Education Amendments require cot-
leges and universities receiving federal aid
to report, prevent and investigate campus
sex offenses
file "Sexual Assault Victim's Bill of
Rights," which is part of the I-TEA of 1992.
has been enacted to amend the original Cam-
pus Security, Act. It clarifies the rights of
sexual assault victims. Vice President for
Student Affairs John Halstead said in a letter
to I.-Maine students regarding victims' rights
Several changes were made in the stu-
dent conduct code The first change was
made in section In the case of an alleged
sexual assault. the .nmplainant shall have
the same opportunit) as the student to have
outcome of the proceeding
'The HEA is aimed at encouraging cex
crime victims to report such offenses and
mandate campus procedures to facilitate
such reporting,- Wheeler said
'The HEA specifically requires that proce-
dures for :on -carol's]'. disciplinary action in i.-as
es ot alleged sexual assauh include a clear
Itaternenteut, one, the accuser and the accused
are entitled to the carve properties to have others
present during a campus disciplinary
ing and, two, both the accusex and the accused
shall he informed oftwouleamec(any campus
disciplinary proceedings- she said.
-We are very pleased that a number of
offices already have cooperated on our eahi-
1•1MI
The 'Pamper Pole"
John Anderson helps Tracey Galucki tie in for the "pamper pole as part
of the Maine Outing Clubs day on the ropes course (Page photo.)
pus to comply with federal laws and to better
inform students.- Halstead said -In mans.
cases. the new regulations sirup!) reaffirm
procedures the university has tweviousls im-
plemented
'The changes that were made yvon't
change investigation procedures. hut hope-
fully. will encourage people to come forward
and report crimes." Lieutenant Alan Stor-
mann, UkAPD, said
'1 think it would be really good if they use
this in the way it is stated." Mamie Kaler a
sophomore at the University- of Southern
Maine said after heanng about the changes
it's going to affect people's was of
thinking, hut it will affect them after the
incident." Gunnar Kjeltien, a first-year en-
gineenng major, said
Are You On a
R E
C 1EsT for Ideal Refreshment?
R F F
Go to any of these participating establitments
Get ONE FREE bottle of 10oz ()IA&
Wadi gh's Grocery Store - Old Jown
Thriftwav - Orono
L & A Market - Orono
Big Apple - Orono
The Store - Orono
Doug's Shop & Save - Old Town
aysart's Travel Stop - Stillwater
With this coupon receive one
FREE bottle of 10oz Quest at an
of the following "Ideal" locations!
Wadleigh's Grocery Store - Old Town
lluiftway - Orono
L 8z A Market - Orono
Rig Apple - Orono
The Store - Orono
Doug's Shop & Save - Old Town
Dysart's Travel Stop - Stillwater
TesPirr7
Teach Citrus
931arkratigerimet1"71-elme'
Limit one- per customer
offer expires 11/30/93
Pay tax and deposit anti
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• Longevity protection
Insurer looks to Congress for new retirement offering
PORTLAND, Maine (API -- UNum
t'isrp is seeking changes to a federal law to
allow the company to proceed with 'retire-
ment insurance.- that rem aids people who
Ilse longei
Unlike life insurance. which pass when
a person dies, the new product under de-
selopment hs UNUM would pay people
who live to old age The company says
such policies could ease growing con-
cerns about the elderly outlising their as-
sets
"life insurance pass you if sou die This
one pays you if you outlive your expecta-
tions." said Russell W Anderson. senior
%ice president of retirement secunts at the
insurer's U num Life Insurance Co of Amer -
ica unit
A leader in disability insurance. UMW
hopes also to become a leader in retirement
products It sees a huge potential market as
the nation's 76 million hobs boomers ap-
proach retirement age
'Disahilits insurance didn't exist 20
sears ago in anx real sense When sou look
out the next 20 sears. what is the nest
product like this'. said Anderson
Retirement insurance, Andes:son WO.
"has the potential to he that"
Undet longesity coverage. 3 poll., •
holdet age 40 would pay an annual premi-
um of about $250 until he or she reaches 65.
The insurance would pas benefits only
when the policyholder reaches a specified
age higher the ape %elected, the larger
the 'senefit
Referendum summary for tomorrow's election
alkauts. billeted illtamese
I "Do s011 floor- the honors in Slaine
law concerning limiting the number of
terms which mas be cers ed hs Maine's
State I egisiatoreSecretars ofState. Trea-
surer. %norm, General and State Audi-
tor proposed by tidies peaks?"
If approved. Maine. s State Legislators
and constitutional officers would he limited
to four consecutive two year terms in their
respective positions, and the State Auditor
would he limited to two consecutive four.
year teiTTV; In each of these ,:aces, no one
could serve more than eight consecutive
years in the same position These restnc-
novo would he effective with the 1996 elec-
tions and apply to individuals presentls -
in; in these positions
Papoose Soul bum
2. -1)n sou fam or a S5.01111.110ft hood
issue to pros ide funds for the closure
and remediation of municipal solid waste
landfills^"
,his bond issue is approved. 55 rn: lion
will he alkx-ated to the Department of Ens
moment Protection to fund the Site Evalua-
non and Planning Program and the Munic-
ipal Implementation Grants Program
If approved by Maine voters, the total
cost of this hood is estimated to be
55.512.500, with principal pas merits of
$5,000,000 and interest pas-ments of ap
pmximatels S512 snil
3. "lio sou falai- 3 5.19.500.11110 bond
tone for imprevements to highs* as e. state
and local bridges, airports, cargo ports,
and the fern service, which make the
State eligible for up to S125.508,000 in
matching federal runekr
If this bond issue is approved_ pmceeds
from the sale of hoods will he used as
follows
• $10 million for highways and bridges.
which will produce $100 million in federal
matching funds
• 32 5 million for airports. which will
produce $24 million in federal matching
funds
• 32 million for cargo ports. which will
generate SI 5 million in federal matching
funds
The $1255 million total federal match
will he u%ed to improve surface transporta-
non and generate jobs in an effort to stimu-
late the economy
If approved hs voters, the total cost of
this hood is estimated to be S6109.125,
with principal payments of l9,930,000 end
interest payments ,f approximately
S22.1R9.125. The Ger .-al Fund share of the
total coo is SI rr '`• the High-
was, Fund share is S46,R52.5010
4. 'Ile you faces a $I 53 Sfilliflet %WWI
tonne for the ceetwroction of water pollution
control facilities which will provide the
match for 3211.11M1.11116 in federal monies
If approved. proceeds from the sale of
hoods will he used as follows
• SI million in grant mones for small
communits ris stems
• $6 million for large protect rants
• SI million for overboard discharge
ss stems to help dean up shellfish areas
• st million to supplement the State
Revoking Fund and Farmers Home grant
Icon monies for facilities in 11-iornaston and
Fort Kent that need mart modifications
An additional $2 million will he required to
complete changes to the Thomaston and
Fort Kent facilities 1
• S3 1 4 million for septic and surface
water ss ‘1CITIs at state parks
Additional' this bond issue w II genet
ate S243 million in money for upgrades to
community facilities that need replacement
or repair
If approved Iris Maine voten. the total
cost of this bond is estimated to he
S14,107.93ft, with principal payments of
315,150,000 and interest payment of ap•
pmximately S1.957.938
Proposed ramelbodesel idamindmissfi
• 13. Is. of amending the 1
stitirtion of Maine to protect state pork or-
other designated conservation or recre-
ation and ho requiring a 2, vote of the
Legislature to reduce k tsr champ lb
porpoise"
I' approved. state park land, publk lots
Graduate Training in the Biological and Biomedical Sciences
The University of Connecticut Health Center
In pursuit of its goal of training ctutienn. For research and teaching careers in the Biomedical Sciences, the Universits
Connecticut Health Center invites interested students to ioin us The Health Center is a research, education, and patient
care center consisting of a division of the Graduate School of the l'orversits of S onnecticut, the School of Medicine,
School of Dental Medicine, and John De-misses liospstal The Health Center provides an outstanding educanonal
-esearch environment It is located in the town of Farmington, toss west of Hartford, on a ISO acre campus atop
iverlooking the scenic Farmington Valles It is doge to ski areas, hiking n-ails and facilities for boating, fishing an:.
rwomming Roston and New York can be reached in two hours hs car or bus
'rograms kading to the Ph 1) degree are offered in the following areas
Cell Biology
Immunology
Neuroscience
Pharrnacology
Developmental Biolop
Molecular Biolop & Biochemistn
Oral Biolop
Cell & Molecular Toxicolop
t. rraduatc assistantships consisting ot stipend support ot SI 3,R00 including excellent health benefits and a turnon mm
are available for quolified P11 D students Combined degrees including MD/Ph D. D/MPli • DMD D. or DM
MPH are available
Programs leading to the Master's Degree arc ofFeird in
Public Health • Dental Science
We invite undergraduate. .e. apph for stirnMr, research internships with stipends Applications for all progra-ris r7 ri-
2f1C: ur, 'met- arc encotiragrc:
177,' .4 •r 1,1‘1..rk• aring vow prrtgrarr
Graduate Student Affair' Office, BMS—MC 1915
1-niversitY of Connecticut Health Center
Farmington, CT 06030
ATTN: Information for Program in
or other real estate held by the State for
commotion and recreation purposes mas
not he reduced or its uses substantially
changed unless appmved by the Legisla-
ture, hs a 2/3 vote in each House In addi-
tion, the proceeds from the sale of state part
land, public kits or other consersal1011 ot
recreation lands must he used to acquire
propeos to he used for the same purpose -
the same county
Illeftwesdroa amen
6. "Do son approse of the interstate
compact to be made with Texas, %taint
and ennead far the disposal of the
State's low-level radiesactise waste at a
proposed facility in the State of Tex-
as?"
If approved by the voters. the low -level
radioactive waste compact must he ap-
proved by Congress Within 30 days fol-
lowing compact appro. al by Congress. the
Maine Low -Level Radioactive Waste .ku-
thorns must assess nuclear power generat-
ing facilities in Maine S12.500,000, -
second assessment for the same aim'
must he made within 10days following the
op--n•ng of the ci-ormsact facilitri: in Texas
These assessments must be paid to the
Texas Low -Level Radioactive A rote Dis-
posal Authonty Two additional assess-
ments of $1,250,000 each must also he
made and pond to the Tex as county in w -
the disposal facilrty is located The asse-
rnents mas he passed onto retail unhnes in
the form of wholesale charges
INFIIIMA11111
Unmet Ubory of ~Woo IP $
210 MRCS as StitiCrS
Calabac ye, 0‘, VC or Cklt
NW NI-351-1222
0: 'toss $200 It IlessereaIJat
disc &se nes a Los snows Ca 9:1021;
6 Donuts
for $1.00
5..1•11* pm:1pm% Drip diem Om
P. mum. ph wow lbw gm a.ardirre
am nate/ temps. e. 'minim 4 tr. sem mom
amps Ilan us welrimi
LAW
pm
For regulark priced iterrn.,
10% MT with 1.D
Open 24 Hour;
Ern 1 1 IR /9A
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DONUTS
it's worth thir trip
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• kclucation
Committee recommends Head Start for younger children
ASHIN(TC)N (AP) -- A task force of
Head Start pioneers. advocates and federal
officials is tecornmending the Clinton ad-
mini' Iration expand the preschool educa-
tion program to families with new horn ba-
bies and children up to age 1, accoi ding to a
draft report
The report, obtained by The Associated
Press, calls 011 the administration to bring
together a high-lei el committee. similar to
the one that created Head Start three decades
ago, to plan a new initiative that would seek
to reach families es-en before the birth of a
child.
"Today, we know that for many faint -
lies, providing one year of preschool at four
years is too little. too late," the draft said
"Today , we know that the nation must in-
vest in earher supports, reaching families
from the prenatal period onwards," the draft
said
The report also recommends strengthen-
ing federal and local oversight of Head
Start. impniving salaries and facilities, and
expanding the program to full-day and year-
round to meet the neednof today's working
parents
"Given the increasing number of Head
Stan parents in training or work. Head Start
can no longer continue to be a half-day
program for children in those families that
need full-day. full-year services." the re-
port said
A 4$-member advisory committee wit
• International peacekeeping
Boutros-Ghali urges administration
to keep UN commitments
WASHINGTON (AP) — U .N
tars -General &nitro% Boutros-Ghali, at
odds with the Clinton administration over
international peacekeeping. is urging the
I -nited States to keep its commitment' to
the world body
"Let me say this frankly I need the
United States The United Nations needs
the United States." Boonton -Ghaii said in
forceful speech Friday night TO the annual
dinner of the U N Association, which
promotes close ties between the United
Slates and the United Nations
"Finding the right relationship be
the N and the U.S. may be one of
the most important tasks of OUT riffle.-
lloirtros -Ghali told the gathering. which
included Vice President Al Gore_
His comments reflected recent ter.
ruins betwee.. Washington and the Unit-
ed Nations over the extent and nature of
peacekeeping operations, panicularly in
Bosnia and Somalia.
Tensions were exacerbated by the
death of 18 American soldiers in Somalia
on Oct. 3, with President Clinton and
others in his administration and in the
Conran blaming the United Nations for
turning the peacekeeping operation mto a
U.S.-led manhunt fen wasioni Mohamed
Farrah Aichd
' 'Misconceptions and misunderstand -
ings about the United Nations must be
overcome," Boutros-Gtudi said in a clear
rebuke to the United Stases. "The United
Nations is an instrument to be used It is
what its member states decide it is."
The administration has been sending a
mired message on its expectations of the
United Nations Initially, it viewed the
world body as the answer to many of its
foreign policy dilemmas, a wai of shar-
ing the burden for what ails the world
But by the end of September. Clin-
ton'. enthusiasm *srlu, tworid body be-
gan to wane, arid he told the masa! U.N.
General Assembly that the Vaned States
would only come ,:te troops to peace-
k-eepag if these were sharply curtaiVed,
aintoo is under pressure from Con-
gress ea Mhsce Tending on the Vatted
Nations, ethic+ .sr i'rnge abinit 25
percent of its Noires from Washington. la
the fiscal year that ended on Sept. 30, the
United Stases owed the thaand Nations
more than $400 reiillion
Houton-010i warned soy saticiitia
in contibuticos could usrialesty un-
dermine U N ripraatiuns
He noted that mire peacekeepies op-
eranons had been established itinee the
end of the Cott! SVar than dirc tit- the 40
years before. The U.N. now iienknin
fkl.Ort0 troops in 17 sorb operations arnund
the world and oasts this year an ex period
to reach $2..6 ham
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meet Tuesday to discuss the ..'.raft and com-
plete its final report for Health and Human
Services Secretary- Donna Shalala
Shalala announced the task force in June
and promised it would conduct a "tog-to-
bottom review of !lead Stan" as the Clin in
administration was pressing Congress to
expand the program and increase funding
for the preschool program by $10 billion
over the next several years
At the same time, investigators for the
11115 office of inspector general were re-
leasing a pair of reports critical of earlier
expansions and the quality of some local
Head Sian pnigrams
llead Stan was created in 1965 as a corn-
prehensis e child development program for
some of the country's poorest 4-year-olds.
Since then, the face of poverty has changed to
include many more single parents.
The program this year serves approxi-
mately 721,000 children and their families
in some 36.3(X) classrooms and more than
500 home visiting programs Yet only half
of all eligible children are served, the repon
said.
The advisory committee's draft does not
spell out how much money should he devot-
ed to the new- initative
Congress gave Head Start nearly $3.3
billion for the fiscal year that began Oct. I.
an increase of $550 million from last year
but less than the SI 4 billion sought by
President Clinton
• Duke's poll
Patrons of Duke's barbershop
show support for term limits
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) - Voter in popular ehiewhete
Duke's Rctary Barbershop poll support term His unscientifi: poll showed 70 area sot-
limits for legislators and key state officials by etc in favor of tern limns and 18 opposed.
a margin of nearly 2- according to renuhs Ibilac's 1974 poll was the tails ,sne to
released Friday predict the victory of independent lames
Marshall 'Thke- Mier, the harher who Longlex for governor Since then, the annual
has been polling customers on political glie.C- poll has become an inct aitutn
lions and races since 1974, said he's sure his His latest roll also showed area sorer'
results prcsage the 41U4Ceffile ol Tursdas 's favoring three bond issues and a constituti.w. _
statewide referendum al amendment mpftiteal state land The ako
"Ill alr-ssts het the fair': 011 rt.- Pulse voted overitielmirgl to send Maine slow -
said -11 it's popular here, it's going to he level radioactive waste to Texas
French-Canandian Folk Music
Grouc
CHANTEKELLE
Chanterelk presents traditional and original songs tunes in
Quebecois and Cajun French and English with voices, twi,
languages, and many influences. Rand members losec Vachon
(ve.icr, guitar, percussion), Donna Hebert (voice, fiddle), an,'
Liza Constable (voice, guitar) are often joined by Alan Bracll'...-%
(acoustic„ 'electric bass, Cajun acordian).
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE I- RP
Saturday, November 6., 1993
7:30pn Damn Yankee - Memorial Union
Special Children's Perfonnance
Saturday, November 6,1993
1:00pm Dan t% Yankee, Mernotial Union
For Meer Inforaistuni Call The Clernandura -.4 waren:an Center
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Enrollment from page I
this is directly connected with the ll.S. IDe
fense Department's recent decision to shut
down nearby Loring Air Force Base
The base has long been a source of Stu-
dents, both military personnel and their rela-
to es who attended the conveniently close
largely as part-time students As the
base's residents continue to dwiridle in num-
fro, so does a sizable portion of 11MPI's
student body.
ro compensate. Orenduff said. the Pr-
esque Isk university is recruiting more full-
time students to fill the void the plan has
worked well enough to °seal!l the small
s dormitories, forting them to temporari -
Is book some of their students in local hotels
Not all campuses dropped in population,
however; the t !niversity of Maine at Eon Kent
has two more enmIlinents than bielom I he
Augusta campus has 481 more. an increase of
9.7 percent
OrendufT said the decrease in enrollment.
because Its S'43 slight, will not hay e any lasting
effect on the system's operation and future.
Bomb from page 1
harder. and it may be difficult to scrape up the
S5,000 needed for a new box.
Second, any we passing by when this bomb
was detonated would have been in possiNy
mortal danger. The "substantial explosion.- as
Norman descnbed it. was heard from as far
away as UMPD Norman said a contained
esplosion such as this one would focus the
energy sending pieces shooting out like a
bullet from a gun
Another pn ,blem is that usually . according
to Norman. once a person is successful with a
bomb, they will try, it again While that possi-
bility 111.1% he Y. ornsome. Norman said a very
real problem was that most bomb-makers usu -
ally catch themselves. They normally become
confident with their pyrotechnic: abilities and
blow themselves up
Norman would not say what type of bomb
he thought the device w a.s.or whether it seemed
to he homemade or not. Be said he feh that w as
hest left to the expert
Norman said the intent of the bomber w as
not yet known "Needless to say, were nix
considering an ail of termrimn, or anything
like that,- he said
Once a suspect is developed. Norman
said, as the ins estigation proceeds, a case w ill
prnbahly come before the district attorney's
office
Norman said several charges may he con-
sidered; aggravated criminal mischief, crimi-
nal use of explosives and/or reckless conduct
Plus, as he put it, "genuine real stupidity
Norman asked that anyone who was in the
area froi.i between midnight and 2 am call
t 'MPD at either 58 I -4040 or sg I -4048 if they
have any information Confidentiality can he
given to witnesses
Norman said this was the first bombing
case he has seen since he has been with the
department
MEET WITH THE OFFICER SELECTION TEAM
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING
2, 3 b 4 NOVEMBER 93, 11:00 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M.
OR CALL COLLECT (603) 436-0974, (603) 431-7188
TeChnOlogy from page I
extension program and it is a signifi
cant one," Mitchell said
Before wrapping up his address,
Mitchell wished good luck to those in
attendance at the techookigy transfer
workshop and reminded them of the
impact their participation may Lave
on Maine citizens_
"1 believe investment in our state
and our nation's technology extension
infrastructure is critical. We know from
experience that such an investment
will increase prnductivity and empiny-
ment," he said. -High prnductivity arid
employment will translate into a high-
er standard of living for the people of
Maine and for all America"
As the senator spoke these words
about 10 people who are concerned
about the future of life in this country
were taxi ve ying their feelings to Mitch-
ell from the other side of the Wells
Conference Center.
These detnonstrators held signs
reading "Stop NAFTA" and -Save the
planet" for Mitchell and others 'a ithin
the center to see. Following his speech,
Mitchell shook hands and spoke pri-
vately with some of the demonstrators
as the workshop continued.
DT. Terry Shehata, vice president
of the Maine Science and Technology.
Foundation, took the participants
through the more specific objectives
of the day's workshop. He explained
increasing awareness and networking
were two of the more important objec-
tives
The majority of the morning ses-
sion of the technology transfer work-
shop included brief presentations go -
en by representatives of eight differ-
ent federal programs Judith Bailey.
vice pm-indent of research and public
service at UMsine. introduced each of
these guests.
Those federal programs represent-
ed were the Department of Defense.
the Department of Energy, the Eno-
mnmental Protection Agency. the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, the Nation-
al Institute of S. ience and Technolo-
gy. the National Science Foundation,
Small Business Innovation and Re-
search and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
Jeff Lawrence, the associate ad-
ministrator for legislative affairs at
NASA, gave those in attendance the
most futuristic look at technology
transfer. He gave the participants in-
sight into how a space ctition and
other space-related endeavors will
someday effect business and research.
"Space is the fmntier of our age.
We can either grow and prosper with it
or stand hack and watch it, Liwrenst
said
Ali of the federal representatives
were giving preview s. of as Dr George
Galasso from the National Institutes
of Health pat it. -wetting your appe-
tites" in thew morning presentations
The main coarse of the day was served
when the participants attended indi-
vichial work s.hop sessions in itie after-
noon
These VeN•en different afternoon
workshop tessions enabled partici-
pants to learn fire-hand technology
transfer techniques that they osuld
lay back so their specific organiza-
tions upon completion of the work-
ahop
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Maine Bound in the woods
This is one of the two Maine Outing Club groups on the Maine Bound
ropes course, shown here helping Glen Bayfield through the spider's web.
(Page photo.)
• Health care reform
Clinton tells Americans:
read the health-care plan
WASHINGTON I AP )--President Cl in -
ton Saturday urged Americans to study up
on his health-care plan and sought to allay.
concerns that the plan would raise insurance
premiums
In his weekly radio address. Clinton said
60 percent of Amencans would pay "the
same or less to get the same or better bene-
fits,- while 2.5 percent would get "a link
more for coverage- while paying less in
medical bills
' 'Only 15 percent of the American peo-
ple. or their employers. will pay more for the
came benefits.- he card "These ass the
young, healthy. usually single Americans
whose insurance companies gamble under
the current plan that they, won't get sick "
He stressed that all Americans would
'get something no one has today — abso-
lute security
As soon as Clinton's plan was released
formally on Wednesday. new, quections tow
about how many people would pay more
under the plan as critics assailed it as :
heavy -handed bureaucratic approach ',-
health reform
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Nov. 2 Help Stop the Hurt: Information & Community
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Francine Stark, Spruce Run
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Nutter Lounge. Memorial Union
A series ot new- programs designed to help ()icier snider'. -
their university. experience by providing important Informati.
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• Senate Ethics Committee
In terms of recent Senate anguish,
Packwood episode ranks high
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Seaate has
had its share of political anguish, but few
issues have caused more discomfort than the
Senate thics Committee's subpoena for Sen.
1.1,,Fi Packwood's diaries
When Sen. John McCain was asked how
uncomfortable it would he to defend Pack -
wood, he demonstrated his nervousness by
breaking into a tap dance for reporters
'No one wants to appear as if they are
covering up any legitimate infomiatiort.'  the
Arizona Republican said "We don't know
what they uncovered_ Senators are extremely
nervous about the entire scenario Whenever
you sail into uncharted waters, the passengers
get nervous.'
What would it be like to support Packwnnd
(In Monday, when the Senate will be asked to
authorize a lawsuit to force his compliance
with the subpoena?
"There is a rather substantial majonty of
people who ale so disenchanted they'd like to
throw us all out." said Sen_ James lefforch. R-
Vt It doesn't. take much to push them over
the edge lhose are the kinds of things ilia lead
to lynching parties.'
The subpoena asks for Packwood' s diaries
from Jan I. 19R9. to the pirsent. The corrund -
tee staff. with Packwood's euoperation, al-
ready has rev inked the prior 20 years of the
Oregon Republican's diaries.
The acvommodation ended when commit-
tee staffers disowned potential crimiiial con-
duo by Pocky:is-Id, that was outside the orig-
inal allegations ,sf alleged sexual misconduct
and intimidation of witnesses
November
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi.
Mountain Dew
12 packs
Footlong
Big Bite
$1•79 • tas
The senator's lawyers refused to copy the
portions involving potential criminal siolations,
as they had done with other entries in the dianes
Packwood has agreed to provide the com-
mittee with portions directly related to the
original ethics charges More than two dozen
women have accused Packwood of making
unwanted sexual advances, including grab-
bing and kissing. and some of the women
conteoded there were attempts to keep them
quiet through threats to publicly disclose as-
pects of their personal lice's
Committee chairman Richard Bryan. I)-
Nev , framed the issue so that any senator with
a peptic ulcer could only see his condition
worsen by defending Packwood's defiance of
the subpoena He said in a public statement
'The question before the Senate is, will the
Senate of the I ruted Slates hack up its own
ethics committee, which voted unanimously
to ask the Senate to enforce itc subpoena of
documents from Sen. Packwood?'
Several Republican senators last week said
they shared Packwmxis C011eerrl that the com-
mittee was sifting through his personal papers
in violation of the Oregon Republican's con-
stitutional right to privacy
But Bry an's disckssure of potential crimi-
nality made it harder for those senators to
deliver that message on the Senate floor
The co seats on the ethics committee are
the least popular assignments in the Senate It
often takes weeks of cajoling by the leadership
to find volunteers Senate observers have joked
that if the committee loses this fight, there may
never he another enlisiee.
"Steal Deals"!
Budweiser Family
12 Packs
Check out our new NFL
Coffee Brake Mugs...
Only S1.99.
All specials good from 11 / 1/93 through 11/30/93.
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• Column
What's up doc? Vet bills
Jill Berryman
One of my friends recently buried her pet rabbit Aphelia If s
always hard to bur) a pet. but this burial v. as especially painful
because there was a $300 bill attached
Aphelia had some sort of lump. which the veterinarian said
could he temporarily dealt with, but after a month. Aphelia
would die Mc friend and her boyfriend did not Kish to see their little rabbit suffer.
so they asked that Aphelia be allowed to peacefully clip awac instead of going
through a painful Operation, followed by a painful month Aphelia was returned to
ms friend in a box along with a S3(10 bill for cervices rendered
You ma% ask. what could they do to a little rabbit that would amount to the
healthy cum of S3(X^ OUCH' Well, the veterinarian. who is currently building a
beautiful. new vetennarc clinic, decided to clean and fix Aphelia's ears and S2RA)
worth of other stuff My fnend and I wondered why it was important to do all of
these extra little things for an animal hich would he placed in a box, never to return
I'm not familiar with preparing a rabbit for the life after, but it sterns to me the other
bunnies aren't going to give Aphelia a hard time because her ears are dirty
My friend didn't even dare look into the hot to take a final look at her fuzzy
rabbit She was afraid of what she might find She knew Aphelia's ears would be
Jean but how would the rest of her look" And co, m% friend and her boyfriend
droce to their house and buried Aphelia in the backyard Someday, someone. for
some reason will be digging in my friend's backcard and will think my friend was
in some con of satanic cult This girl has had more pets than anyone I know, and of
course thec 're died along the way . and soon she ma% have to move or make other
hunal arrangements because there will he no more room for little boxes I shudder
to think what would happen if she decided to get an in-ground pool
Anc cc ac. my fnend wondered if it was reallc good business to hand ,inilentle
their dead animal in 3 box and before the realitc that little Aphelia will no longer
be hoppitc -hopping around the house sinks in. hit them with a big %%Tic
would anyone wish to return to the vetennanan tithes know it's going to cost big
hocks' The veterinarian did send my fnend a sympathy letter Somehow 1 think
she would have gotten more use out of a gift certificate toward her nett visit
Pets are such an expensive venture and the costs seem to get larger as animal
medical le, hnologc in:teases Gone are the days when an animal gc,i sick and it
went undetected and the animal died without expensive life casing efforts includ-
ed Perhaps this seems like a negative clew because v. ho wants to see their pet die
(except ot course my mother who is sick of the familc dog which has been around
for at least ten years and still acts like a puppy. perhaps rust because it bothers ms
mother) In my friend's case, she felt like she was personallc contributing to a
wing of the new clinic She loves her animals That's why she keeps them I'm
cure she will continue to take her pets to the vetennarc clink when they get ill
because she cannot stand to see them in pain, but it seems there mac soon be a
need for some sext of animal health care reform at this rate
A:kither friend of mine had a rabbit who died over the summer of you are
looking for a long-term pet ctac aw-ac from rabbits) Hersey didn't cost as much
to burc because he died in his sleep and wasn't taken to a veterinarian —he went to
Connecticut Perhaps the next time my friend's pets get sick, she'll take them to
Connecticut — it almost seems cheaper
Jill Berrwrian is a journalism major who believes everything happen% for a
reason, nen if you can't figure ow why.
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After an ever-so-slight doctoring of events.
the "piddle-pack" pilot makes the grade!
• Ho Ho Boo
Christmas spirit strung out
It used to be people clung on to the
fleeting warmth of long summer days
and slipped ever so reluctantly into the
brisk days of a crisp and cool fall.
Winter and the seemingly endless
hours of darkness it brought were some-
thing that would come all too soon. Didn't
people once dread the chill that comes
with the first snow and stas son until mud
-season"
Apparently not so anymore.
The day after Thanksgiving has been
reputedly the biggest chopping day of the
year And ms, oh ms. with only a month
left before Christmas is there any won-
der? So much to do and in onk a month!
It seems that the kind-hearted retail-
ers have felt it their duty to alleviate
stressed out consumers of some of that
hustle and bustle They've graciously
granted us a little more time to pull the
Christmas season together.
The holiday season now begins with
Halloween. Rush, rush. rush.
Last Friday. two days before Hal-
loween. all the candy, cards, masks and
assorted goblin goodies were half-price.
Aren't half-price sales supposed to he
after the fact?
That s really beside the point. though
It wasn't bad enough that the cute ghosties
were being slashed here and there, but all
the Christmas lights were strung up in
their place. The halls were decked, carols
were being sung on Memorex and red
roly-poly. Santas were crowding the space
of orange pumpkins and green v. itches
What's the deal here? Sure. Christ-
mas still comes only but once a year.
except now it happens to last two full
months.
Next thing we'll have is Christmas in
July - for real! Yeah, why not two? Better
yrt, why don't we help ourselves carry
that Christmas spirit in our hearts all-year-
round by having (Thristmas everyday?
Do you think it might lose a little hit
of its meaning if all of a sudden it be-
came massively. commercialized? Then
again, what else is new? (DIP)
• Election Day
Get behind the wheel
Tomorrow is Election Day. but un-
fortunately many people will only see it
as just another Tuesday. This year's
Election Day doesn't carry with it all the
flashy promotion or ra77Ie -dazzle of a
presidential or gubernatorial race and as
res..P. of this ttr.ns voters have Iris!
irterest in going to the polls
However, what many people fail to
realize is that the results of proposed
hood issues and referendum questions
can often have more of an impact on the
everyday lives w average citizens than
the person sitting in the Oval Office does
For example. this year •s bond issues
deal with highvias and bridge improve-
ment. water pollution and solid waste
landfills. We all travel, we all drink water
and we all have trash, so we are all going
to he effected in one was or another by
these issues But, if you decide not to fill
out a ballot, you are letting others decide
many of these aspects of your life for yoi
As you are driving around in your
car tomorrow and hit a pothole, you may
wonder who is going to fix that" For the
answer look no further than at yourself
in the rear view mirror and then pull in
to your local poll location and do some-
thing about it It's time for us all to get
behind the wheel and to get out and vote
(M.4/W
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• BubbaFest
Visitors ponder: What makes a Bubba?
GREER. S.C. (API -- A pie it KS, grits, hay
crawls: The first BuhhaFest on Satuniay had it
all. except a consensus on how one qualifies as
the festival's namesake,
"We don't look at Buhba as a person but
noire of a Southern lifests le." said Toby
(loodlett, the festival's organizer "If you
like grits, eat Moon Pies. drink Pepsi, any-
thing characteristic of the South, then you're
a Butiha "
• Space Shuttle
Astronauts
jabbed for last
time in orbit
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla (AP)
Columbia's science astronauts 'acre tabbed
with needles for the last time in space Sun-
day as NASA's longest shuttle flight dress to
a close
Researchers were thnlled with the data
collected dunng the 14-day medical mis-
sion The astronauts worked 18-hour days
for much of the flight and volunteered for
extra tests, some of them dizzying, so scien-
tists could better understand how the body
changes in weightlessness
lbey stared at dots in a rotating dome
and ere dropped by bungee cords and spin
in a chair, just to name a few
"You guys have set a new standard In
productive space life sciences research,-
ground controller Laurence Young told the
seven astronauts
Scientists expect the mission only the
second I. S space flight devoted solely to
medical researvii - to help them better on
demand the side effects of space navel The
more COMMOe adments include motion sick-
ness, anemia, weakened muscles and hones.
and lightheadedness upon return to Earth.
Doctors hope to also reap benefits for
erthhc.und patients. particularly the elderly
and those bedridden
Columbia's .iorimes was due to end with
a I 0-iln am EST Monday landing at Ed-
ants Air Force Base in Cshforma -- 14
days and 13 minutes after it began and
nearly five hours heyond the longest shuttle
flight to date Columbia set that record last
sear
Before shutting down Columbia's labo-
ratory. the two physicians. one veterinarian
and one biochemist squeezed in more heart
measurements and drew hlood from one
another to gauge calcium and protein levels
Other visitors to the rain --lampened cele-
bration, held in the sire il community of Sugar
lit, painted more personal descriptions
"A 'Willa is a fat man from the country,
will king greasy hair, chews tobacco, missing
half his teeth, drives a pickup without a tail-
gate, and wears a hush-hog hat." said Glenn
Stewart, who doesn't consider himself One.
But Mike Carter dces.
"Well. I'm definitely rat a yuppie," Can-
er said. "A Bubba is someone who's late to
work but will stop to hip a lady change a flat
tire out on the highway."
The festival featured a "Buheta-Q" cook
mg contest, a cow -milking competition, and the
whkii included a pie tom, a
hay crawL and a tug-orwar over a pit of grits
Gorkileit said money raised at the BuhrhaF
eat would go to scholarships for students at
South Camlina technical colleges
Through the windows of our lives
Looking out of Nutting Hall to Deering (80y0 photo
r."—Mystefious death
River Phoenix
collapses and
dies at 23
LOS AMIE' RS (AP) — River
Phoenix, whose natural intensity as a
teen-age actor In the 1986 film "Stand
by Me" launched his career, cotta -I
outside a nightclub early Sunday and
died He was 23.
Friends. reported that Phoenix was
"acting strange - as he kft the Viper
Room in West Hollywood at shoot I
urn sherifrs Deputy Diane Hecht said
She didn't elaborate.
Psramedics were called when the
actor collapsed and he was rushed to
Cedars Simi Medical Center. He was
pronounced de-Ad shortly before 2 arn.
At this time the CABSC of death is
model investigation. The exact cause
will he determined at autopsy by the
coroner.- Hecht said.
The autopsy will probably be per-
formed Monday. she said. Sheriffs
detestis-es were handling the case, as a
matter of routine, but "it's not a horm
cide investigation at this time:. Hecht
saicL
A year after hits 1985 film debut in
"Explorers," Phoenix showed his star
potential in director Rob Reiner's
"Stand by Me."
In his brief career, Phoenix played a
male hustler in Gus Van Suit's 1991
film "NI!, Own Private Idaho" and
portrayed a youthful computer hacker
in the Robert Redford-led ensemble
cast of 1992's "Sneakers."
His other films include "The Mos-
quito Coast (1986) and 'Indiana Jones
and the Lan Crusade,. 'both with Har-
rison eord, "Lnde k 1988 1 with
Sidney Pottier, "A Night M the Life of
Jimmy Reardon" (1988). and "Run-
ning on Empty • (19881.
Phoenix spent much of his child-
hood on the move, living in Oregon.
Mexico, Puerto Rico, South America
and Florida.
His parents met while hitchhiking
and named thei, son ''Riser'' after the
river of life in Herman Hesse's "Sid-
dhartha...
Born in Madras. Ore , on Aug. 24.
1970, Phoenix spent most of his child-
hood in Venezuela with his siblings.
Rain, teaf, latertsr and Summer, while
his parents. John and .krtynn Phoenix..
became irt.sstozeiries tor Children of
God
• Smoking ban
Lawmakers want buildings serving the public to be smoke free
9t.ASHINGTON (AP) -- Two Demo-
crat, lawmaker. and a coalition of health
group. 'a-ant to outlay., smoking in every
building space that at least 10 people regular-
ii rote( as (iit(so.p......:1-• a• once a week
The legp.latoo are veterans of the war on
smoking Sen Frank Lauienherg ot New
Jersey. father of the law that made domestic
airline trips smoke-free. and Rep Henry
Was man of Cal ifomi a. chairman if the House
health and environment subcon Tuner
So are the health groups the .kmencan
1 ring .Association. the Coalition on Smoking
cs Health. the American acaderns ot Prdiat
no,
Thes ve picked up cuprite from the Build
mg Owners and Managers Association Inter
national, which manages or owns more than
5 billion square feet ofNorth American office
space
But Walker Merryrruin, spokesman for
the Tobacco Institute. accused the lawmak
en of trsing to "radicalls alter the social
landscape of America Cleats it should he
soundly rejected his Congress and the pub
hc
Merryman described the hill spenalts for
those who do nor oomph a fine i-at 55,000
;las as • *outlandish
The bill would prohibit smoking in all
putsik facilities. defined as spaces regularly
entered by at least 10 people at least once a
week, unless a designated smoking area has
separate ventilation
'We know smoke kills, Waxman told a
Capitol Hill news conference Friday
We have chiklren with asthma and
other lung problems kept from a setting be-
cause the• can't be exposed to tobacco smoke
The nghts of smokers should nor predomi-
nate over the rights of diildren who choose to
breathe •
To underwear that, ti-year-old Robert
James Fancies of Woodbridge. Va., climbed
onto a chair behind the podium and described
bow his asthma keeps him from going to
smoke-filled howling alleys with friends
Men's-man said parents "can certainh
make the effort to find out whether smoking
is permitted. and if it is, whether there air
non-smoking sections." and then decide
where to let their children go
I ,autertherg said tohacco lobbyists receritls
have helped kill. in Hot-se-Senate conference
committees. Senate-passed hans on smoking
in federal buildings and on smoking in parts
of federal buildings that serve children, like
offices of Head Start of federal das care
• • N1'e' re going to fight hack.- • I autenherg
said
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Monday, November 1
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
When you maintain a positive attitude you
have limitless endurance and almost mirac-
ulous powers of recuperation_ Negatit e
thinking is one of the few things which can
undermine your vitality. Keeping faith with
yourself during tough times carries you
through to brighter days.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Ratio-
nal thinking eludes you as a dark, lusty.
life-affirming aspect takes hold Avoid be-
ing controlled by your appetite now. culi-
nary (Sr otherwise
TAURUS (April 20- May. 20): Mars
conjunct Pluto evokes suppressed anger and
deviant behavior. People around y ou seem
obsessed with the concept of "pay -back",
and little is accomplished
; May 21 -June 20): An asso-
lates ing patronizing manner could
soon has e your hands reaching for his throat
Gnn and hear it if you can: your time will
come
CANCER June 21 - July 22): You are
very quick thinking as the month begins.
Unfortunately, you are equally quick to an-
ger Patience is a must when dealing with
others
1.F.0 tJuts 23 - Aug. 22): It's time
wrar ur an unresolved issue from your
past Make a special effort to rid yourself of
a habit that undermines your health
IRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept_ 22): Sudden-
. pre% iously suppressed feelings surface
and erupt anger. lust, aberrant hehas ior A
loud, quarrelsome. raunchy day
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Get set for
a stormy Monday Colleagues pet down
and dirty when Mars conjuncts Pluto. Ev-
eryone %AIM to W1f1, and ethics are thrown
.,tit the window
tit'ORP1() fOrt. 23 - Nov. 21): Ap-
pointments fall through Machines go ber-
serk An imponant message am sec con-
cerning your health Trips are planned 0-
taken
SkGITT ARIUS (Nos. 22. Dec. 21):
Conflicting emotions can tie you up in knots.
rendering it almost impossible to make a
pressing romantic decision Delay hurts no
one
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Ar-
guments at work &Snip( SOOT concentra -
non You spend hours play ing telephone
tag with clients and associates Keep trs ing
and yot. II get through
kill ARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 111): 'cr.
iinresot,ed issue iron; sour past.
conne,:ted with S'ollf health. needs he ad
dressed A good time ti ditch a had habit
risrys (Feb. 19 - March 20.. ".-hr
lust influence of Mars conjunct Pluti, ta
VOWS gambles of all sorts and has lovers
taking a walk on the wild side great time
for a vacation
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Tuesday, November 2
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Your keen intuition and shrewd judgment
give you a flair for money management,
both privately and professionally. Trust in
yourself is a key element in the success of
your plans. Allowing the darker side of
your nature to take control when things
don't do as well as you'd hoped is self-
defeating. Your systemic. organized ap
proach to life helps you overcome tempo
rar setbacks
ARIES (March 21 - AprIl 19): Lorip
term relationships benefit from the hat
monious influence of the Venus-Saturr
trine. Children are unusually cooperatiy
now
TAURUS (April 20- May 291: A tense
atmosphere at work begins to slowly ease
Others are somewhat less defensive and
more cooreratise Teamwork is now possi-
ble
GEMINI May 21 - June 20): People
seem to he fly ing on auto-pilot. yourself
included Emotional impulses govern those
around you now
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A past
issue concerning your parents needs to he
addressed immediately The emotional tan-
gle can at lat he soiled through
LEO IJuly. 23 - Aug. 221: Single out
one or two trusted associates to help you
with a big project Enliting too many
would wind up costing you more time and
eftort.
1RGl) (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Finally.
a chance appears to make yourself heard
above the noise of the crowd Seize the
moment: the clarity and utility of your
idea speaks for itself
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 221: Endunng
friendships and alliances develop out of
casual discussions. Some digging will re-
veal that you share similar interests
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 • !Nev. 211: Shift
ing alliances at school or work remind you
to keep as mans options open as possible
Don't commit yourself to one side just yet
SAG171 RD.'S (Nos. 22 • 1)ec. 211: A
quiet. intn.,spective day. perfect for rur-
nes s ot the mind and extensive self explo-
ration i inside yourself tor the answers
C APRICORN (Dec. 22 • Jan. 19): A
sudden ...rasing for excitement could over-
whelm your better judgment Seek out ad-
y enture. hut use your common sense
kW ARIUS tJan. 20 - Feb. 111': (1k.
issues need attention now at sticky matter
my oh. mg siblings or neighbors can wait
no longer Face up to the past and the
%truant-in will resolve itself
PISCES iFt4s. 19. March 291: ("host-
mac is much closer than you think Make
..CMIT gift lists and start shopping you'll
thank yourself later Organizatton is the
key
Doonesbury
Doonesburv
1.;
BY GARRY TRUDEAL1
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Get answers to any *tee clues
by touch -tone phone: 1 -900-420-
5654 1754 each minute)
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at
tendon, contact the F.ditor at SM.
121 between the hours at 9 am.
and norm, or stop by the office hi
the basement of I nett Halt
Personal AstroloZ. Consultations Telephone
Call 1-000-726-21063 to talk 1-on-I with a professional astrologer about your
personal oon cede — love and oompatability. work, money. career
relationships. family
Not a tape Or computer message' fLatmlogers are available seven elks's •
week, morning through evening. at a cost of $299 per minute which ta billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You mint be IA or older Call
today - 14140-7110 SOU
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ArtsForum
What's
new cn
the drts
scene?
In the near future:
Movie: -Maria 's Story," part of the
Food for Thought Video I unch Senes,
Monday, Nov I. 1215 p.m Bangor
Lounge. Memorial Union Free
Art and the like: "Readings on Art
and Artivs,- hs authors Sylvester Pollet.
Kathleen Lignell, Margery Wilson. Wil
I lam Carpenter and Susan Shetterls, held
in conjunction with the Uhlaine Museum
of Art exhibit "Majo in Black and White,-
4-5 p.m. Tuesday. Nov. 2, in the Hole in
the Wall Gaiters. Memorial Union.
Exhibit opening: -The Best or Celi
ter for Creator imaging." a UMaine
Museum of Art exhibit through Dec. 6 at
the Carnegie Gaiters . Carnegie Hall Free.
On-going arts and entertainment:
"Inuit Images: Their Life Through
Their An. a Hudson Museum exhibit
of contemporars Inuit prints and carv-
ings, provides a look at the changes in
traditional life and the political, social
and economic issues that face Inuit peo-
ple today. through March 13, Maine
Center for the Arts.
TGIF Music. every Fridas . noon.
Bangor Lounge. Union
Mos ies from India ev ers Mondas,
6:30 p.m.. 101 Neville.
Peace Studies Video Lunch Sens.
every Mcsnday.12.l5-l:30n m . Bangor
Lounge. Union
Maine Revieu Poeol. Readings. first
Tuesday of every month, Rai 's Horn
Movie and Live Music es ery Thurs-
day. - 31) p m Ram's Horn
Charlie Chaplin: The Eat-1y rilms of a
Screen Legend, the Mid-das Tuesday
'side.' Program, 210-4:30 p n ever'..
Tuesdas. FA Room, Menxinal I Iston.
"Maki in Black and White. " allMame
Museum of Art exhibit, Oct 14-Dec I.
Holt in the Wall Gallery, Memorial
Union
'Wends MarkMonoprint Workshop."
a UMaine Museum of An exhltvit thmut.h
Nos. 3. ' c#7,S Gallery. Carnegie Hall
"Monoprino ' The John Scott Work-
shop." a 'Maine Museurn of An exhiNt.
through No'. Is. Graphics Caller.. Memo-
rial Union
"Campus Part/Campus Future ere -
1 ling Comporimitv - an Instituticnial Plan-
ning exhibit through earls fall. Alumni
Hail
"The .4 rr Inside,"an exhibit of works
by survivors of childhood sexual abuse,
coordinated by kathi Wall. program
nurse for Mid Maine Medical Center's
Diagnostic Program for Child Abuse.
Waters-111e, on displas in the VMame
Museum of Art. Carnegie Hall. mid-
November through January
• ( in-gorng arts arid entertainment are
free Lilies, otherwise noted
• "Judgment Night" a movie to judge for yourself
• Project to preserve the native Penobscot language
• Watch for Bim Skala Bim review on Wednesday
• MCA review
Quartet produced emotional show
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
the richness of the Anderson Quartet's
music was fn stark contrast to their simple so sight hack chairs and tout matching must,
stage scum' at the Maine Center for the Arts stands A hint of white sheet music and a
Saturday night_
'The stage a as nearly hare except for four
See ANDERSON on page 15
Gracefully leaning forward, straining to pull oneself backward and swaying in unison from side to side, the Andersor
Quartet's body language was as expressive as their music (Boyd photo)
• Author's life
Potter's life more than Peter Rabbit
By Kelly Fowler
Volunteer Writer
A childhood ithout reading OT heanng
Peter Rabbit or The Rol -Poly Pudding is
a childhood a ithout the imagination of
Beams Potter
Potter and her a tuts were the mph. of
3 lecture g Is en bs Jane Morse. an tngtish
professor at the University of Maine. on
Thursday afternoon at Fogler Lihrars
Morse taught at Boston University for
1‘ sears and after her hushand died in
1 1015. she returned to Maine and the uni-
sersits She is the American liaison of-
ficer for the Beatilll Potter Sestets as
well as a lecturer for the Maine 1 ihrars
Association Morse has been a story teller
in the United States and tray eled to Japan
and Ness Zealand to hestoss, the art of
Si my telling
Morse depicted Porter's earls hie as
one of solitude and leisure She said her
parents were a wealthy y ictonan couple
who rarely acknoaledged any life in the
room of the fourth floor in their London
home That room belonged to Potter and it
l% a, :here that she learned to focus on het
imagination to present boredom
-One was to mil-, r th frt-a,1!
dorn in the fourth fit is err r!,r
Ii ,1 Ida% Morse said There Beatrot had
treetitrm She rode around 0, her horse and
trap
See POTTI.R on page 16
ane Morse spoke to a full audience about the life of author Beatnx Potter
(Boyd photo'
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Anderson front page 14
backdrop of red were all the Anderson Quar-
tet needed though to produce the wondrous
music for which they are known throughout
the %odd
Their music resonated with the richness
that can only he truly appreciated when at
in person
As the first strands of I laydn's "Quartet
Op. 33, No. 2 in E-Flat Major- began, there
was a hint of nervousness among the audi-
ence that perhaps the performers should be
'Inked Their anxious straining to hear was
soon alleviated by the strength and range of
Yolume the performers easily commanded
lhe thought of encumbering such natural
talent with any mass of N i re s on stage quickly
became preps 'stet .'us as the quartet rightfully.
claimed the house.
The Haydn piece began with a simple
rhythmic theme broken by two quick notes
and a non-assuming but spirited melody in the
negro Moderato Cantabile." The second
moyement. "Scherzo Adegm," w.as a repeti-
tious little movement, which was followed by
the a altz section of the "Largo sostenuto "
The final movement, "Finale Presto," con-
, lodes with the infamous "joke" for which the
piece is most commiwily known A few light-
hearted plucking of the strings in the coda was
enough to elicit a few surprised chuckles and
a little familiar mirth from the audience.
"Quartet No S. Op. 110" by Shonakov -
ich was undoubtedly the best work of the
performance Its first movement was the
haunting "Largo." drawn out in tenuous
strands that sounded simply eerie in their
half step and chordal changes. Not quite fore-
boding and yet not soothing, this piece was
the type of music that makes the mind think
Mos rug on to the second movement. "Al-
legro Moho," the air was a flurry with the
frenzy of violins An image of leaves swirling
mercilessly and uncontrollably on a tidal stir
would he the visual equivalent to this music
Pure excitement like the scenz- from the
17EM of 07- when the mean old lady down
the mad rides off with Ton, in the basket only
to he nailed into a witch in the tornado
-.4fiegreto." the third movement, was
exciting because of the s anety of play mg
techniques and diversity of sty les it employed
Fnan soft to thundering, striking strings and
furious bows, this movelnerg caught the at
of both the ears and the eyes
The fourth and final movements provided
the resolution for the piece. "Largo," again,
with underlying sustained notes drawing in
and upon the other voices in a lament, broken
by a storming hint of danger A passage of
platitude acceptance then followed, tying the
whole piece together
The work then ended fading [min a deep-
ly emotional voice to Me stillness of air 'Ihe
four performers seemed also to slowly pass
from life into breathless statutes, paused for
eternity. in their musical stance. instruments
in hand lhe entire house stood motionless as
the audience hesitantly shook itself lomt the
trance it had been subtly spirited inai.
The evening's finale. Mend !Issohn's
"Quartet in D-Major, Op. 44, No. I." held no
great punches. The theme of the piece was a
rambling and uninhibited one The melody
moved along, seemingly at its will, with no
serious undercunents like the works per-
formed prior to it.
This piece was more a delight of which to
listen - to simply sit back and enjoy for what
presented itself to be - an uplifting note upon
which to end an evening of award-winning
caliber music
The Anderson Quartet began performing
throughout Europe and the United States in
I 989. under the name of the niaminade String
Quartet. They changed their name to honor the
contralto Marian Anderson in 1991 after win-
ning the 1991 Cleveland Quartet Competition.
The capture of intern tional title made
the Anderson Quartet the first all -black musi-
cal ensemble of any kind to win a major
competition
This weekend's performance at the MCA
helped mark dr closeof their first season and
the embarkment upon a second as the Ander:on
Quartet for violinists Marianne Henry and
Manse McLeral viola player Dienira 1 a...Tenor,
and sioloncellont Michael Cameron.
As an aside comment, it was a shame to
see that another well-known group of per-
former,. had gone relany ely unnoticed by
won. of the MCA. The audience taken in
total Satunto would have bee hard pressed to
fill even the center portion of the first seven
rows of the relatively vacant MCA
-Chamber music was rneant for an inti-
mate setting." said John Patches, director of
the ‘1(' A before the performance
With that in mind, the audience was en-
couraged to freely move to the front rows of
the orchestra
Tuesday Night's Special
Your Choice of:
• Spaghetti
• Fettucini or
• Ziti (totally tubular pasta)
With Choice of Sauce:
• Tomato (no meat)
• Marmara
• Mushroom Marinara
• Meat Sauce
• White Clam Sauce
• Red Clam Sauce
•
Pa8t,a 
,
til bu6,a!
Only $7.50
jasmines
/CO* !Who Reward-
2s 3a Shod • Chas :Moist
866-42oo
The Picture 
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
The new movie "Judgment Night," star-
ring Dennis Leary. Emilio Estevez and
Cuba Gooding Jr. isn't all that had I would
say that it would be best to see "Night" in
the mid-afternoon - matinee price type
MON' le
Frank, played by Estevez, is on his way
to see a boxing match with his younger
brother and two friends. Traffic is thick on
the freeway, so they pull off to take the
hack streets through the slums of the city
That was their first mistake.
While driving down a dark alley, a guy
jumps out in front of their vehicle. They
stop to find this man had been shot and is
afraid for his life. He keeps saying they've
got to get outta there Eventually the bad
guys come out, led by the evil Leary.
Leary takes this man who's already
been shot once and kills him at point- blank
range in front of Frank 'n friends, because
the man stole money from him The wit-
nesses realize that they'll be next if they
don't disappear fast.
The rest of the movie is about Leary and
his three goons chasing after Estevez and
his three pals. Leary wants no witnesses.
Estevez wants to go home. The night of
judgment has begun
The filming of this movie is great The
action scenes are well done and the tech -
niques used work There are some scenes
where there is a close-up of someone's race
while in the background there is action
Both pictures are focused, unlike most mov-
ie scenes where the focus shifts to direct the
audiences' attention
Any fans of Leary will love this movie.
Ile plays a good had guy with his cocky
attitude that he's shown on MTV and his
stand-up act He definitely steals the show-
Each scene with Leary in it rocks I found
myself wanting to see him more on screen
For those of you who are Estevez fans,
he does an okay job. I wouldn't call this his
finest performance, but he is effective as
the determined leader of the small group
just trying to sury ise At times it seemed he
was supposed lobe tougher than he actual-
ly came across as. But hey, in this type of
movie, what do you expect?
Gooding Jr. does some embarrassing
overacting at times, yet for the most part it
works. At one point he is supposed to be
intimidated by Estevez, but it just looks
like he's shaking his face from being cold.
Pretty funny.
The soundtrack has a lot of loud, heavy.
music - both rap and grunge. It works well
w•th the attitudes of the characters and
follows the action accordingly.
"there are some humorous parts as well
Most of them belong to Lear,, merely in
his Jelivery and attitude, but other actors
have their moments
The promos for this movie say "Don't
Move. Don't Whisper. Don't Even
Breathe." Well, there are points in the mov-
ie where that happens, and I felt like telling
them to do SOMETHING'
I liked -Judgment Night." I liked Leary
as the baddie. and could tolerate Este vez as
the goodie Inns an entertaining chase mov-
ie that has no where near the excitement of
a chase movie like "The Fugitive." but it is
better than most attempts at this kind of
flick You he the judge
The cStudy skill Prva
Wednesday's- 3:15 p.m.
'roman Room
Memorial Union
A series of one-hour seminars kirsig,ncki to offer
helpful ups on improving a variety of your learning
skills.
Program this week.
Nov. 3 Note Taking Gerry Ellis
Spred lw Oa Memorial limb= Nod Ornor at Cenammer Uelawimity at Weir
MID-DAY
The Memorial Union Video Series
feat urt a
Charlie Chaplin
THE EARLY FILMS OF
A SCREEN LEGEND
November 2
Charlie Chaplin at Mutual Studios m (2917)
1 The Immurrant 3 The Cure
2 The Adventurer 4 F.ar.y Street
TUESDAY &SO P.M.
TormAN LOUNGE
MEMORIAL UNION
Sponsored hy the Memorial Union
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• Saving the ABC's
Penobscot language preserved on tape
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
A link bygone era was celebrated
Saturday with the dedication of the Penob-
scot Primer project and exhibit.
The primer is an attempt to preserve an
ancient language for which no resources
currently exist.
The exhibit celebrated the life of Made-
line Shay, a basket maker and the last
speaker of the ancient Penobscot language
get to this point.- he said
Shay also added wit and insight to the
pnmer A slide was shown showing a young
Penobscot woman row ing a canoe, using 3
locked arm. Garrett thought Shay would
comment on the trees, the water, or perhaps
say a word about the canoe
"I never thought she'd say 'She paddles
like a white man,- Garrett said. laughing.
Garrett said Shay also proved very per-
ceptive. He showed her a slide depicting
discharge flowing downstream from Lin-
"She had a method in mind. By involving her
grandchildren and great-grandchildren, she
hoped they would be interested in the culture."
—Richard Garrett
Shay pros ided the soundtrack for the
Penobscot Primer, a computer database
allowing people to hear and see the ancient
Penobscot language
The team of Richard Garrett, Carol Dana
and Barry Dana started the project two
years ago in an attempt to preserve the
language for future generations
Shay. who died in July was very coop-
erative in helping the project, according to
Garrett
Garrett and others showed Shay slides
of pictures. showing different aspects of
Penobscot life Shay then recited on audio
tape a sentence describing the slide in
Penobscot, then an English translation
Later. the Penobscot sentence was written
phonetically
"It's a tragedy that a Native American
language has been so hammered on as to
ES
GS
AMERICAN& FOREIGN
MOVIE POSTERS
ROCK POSTERS
PROM & POSTCARDS
SCRIPTS
coln Pulp and Paper. She spoke a Penob-
scot phrase literally translated as "white
man's had medicine." the same phrase used
to describe alcohol
"I got goose bumps from this one."
Garrett said
The primer is div ided into two volumes.
The first solume includes the slides, while
the second volume uses stick figures of
three men and a licy, "like Dick sees Jane,"
he said
Volume one was dedicated to the chil-
dren and grandchildren of Madeline Shay
at her request
"She had a method in mind By involv-
ing her grandchildren and great-grandchil-
dren, she hoped they would be interested in
the culture." Garrett said
The second volume of the primer was
dedicated to DT Frank Seibert, who has -.pent
Epti FILM s
POSTER9CK
AL
NOV 1-3
F FA ROOM
Memorial Union
61,1 years studying the Penobscot language
and other Wabanaki • based languages
Seibert still comes to the Hudson Muse 
urnand helps the printer team in their
ongoing efforts, particularly in getting the
language perfect
"He is our greatest critic." Garrett said.
The exhibit also includes a basket col-
Richard Garrett explains the
(Page photo.)
lection. photographs and a birch hark ca-
noe, showing the Penobscot's heritage
The basket collection includes works
by Shay, also an expert basket weaver, and
photographs of her working with ash and
sweet grass.
The exhibit is located on the second
floor of the Hudson Museum
Penobscot Primer Proiect during a slide show.
Potter from page 14
Morse spoke of Potter as if she were a
close friend, with a collection of a few
photographs and books displayed on a ta-
ble in front of her. Morse read from ex-
cerpts of Potter's diary. which portrayed
her as a loving, considerate intellectual
with a sublime humor
"I always like to invite company after
they come.- Morse read from an excerpt
Morse is one of Potter's American ad-
mirers who has frothed her v. oft. r!!
0
BANGOR CINEMAS
Gettysburg (PG) '1700, 6.50
Nightmare 'XMas avo *1245,
'24c 44,5, 1. 40, 810, '1010
Beverly Hillbillies (PC) '230,
44o705 920
Fatal Instinct (P(.)13 130,
4 'Si) 7 10 9 SS
Age of Innocence (PG) '12.35,
140, o 10
Jundgement Night (R) Q.25
Malice It:i'105, 3:15, 7110
The Good Son (RI 9-45
Rudy PG) *1.30, 420, 7.20, 9..50
Joy Luck Club (R) '12:30, 3:30,
.15 910
Cool Runnings (PG) • 1 40,
410 "lc •444
Demolition Man (12) '110,
5.0,11 sr,q is
*Saturdays and Sundays only
edit a book titled "Beams Potter's Ameri-
cans. Selected Letters"
Morse said Potter received conrspon-
dence from America frequently from friends
especially around the New England area
who were inspired by her works
-Her career is meaningful to all of us
especially those of us who are from Maine
Morse said
Morse made reference to the setting,
Potter used for her stories he said many
of Potter's admirers were fascinated they
could relate to a special area Potter had
described Whether it was a body of water.
a tree or a secret garden. the people reading
her works knew where she was cominy
from
This year celebrates the 100th annivri
sary of "Peter Rabbit.- which Potter first
wrote as an illustrated letter and eventui:.,
published She was turned dour r. •
six publishers and decided to r 
hooks herself and sell them for only a
shilling
"She thought little rabbits couldn't af-
ford to pay six shillings." Mom said
According to Morse. man) of Potter's
readers never saw her as a lonely child in
the No 2 Bolton House, hut sliss her on
her farm with animals she made into
characters
"The hooks that Beams wrote have
been toy hooks not literature •' Morse c.:(1
-Children love those books and that's the
way it ought to he"
The Maine Camp
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Dozens hurt after
Wiscohsin-Michigan
football game
MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Seven peo-
ple were critically injured and dozens
more were hurt when thousands of jubi-
lant fans poured onto the field Saturday
follossingWiswnsin'svicIory over Mich-
igan.
ni versity of Wieconsin seauip chief
Susan Riseling said approximately 2.000
spectators scrambled out of five student
sections after Wisconsin's 13- 10 s ictory.
The injured fans were trampled in the
rush
The surging crowd collapsed chile-
!ink arid rail fences separating them from
the end rorte . Police struggled to clear the
mob so paramedics could reach the in-
jured, some of them on the field and
others still in the stands.
Riseling said about 75 people *we
injured, but reports from the city's three
hospitals showed 69 people were exemined
or treated Sewn were in critical rendition
and one was in saious cowl:bon.
-The game is insigtificanL" Wis-
e-ea/sin athletic &ream Pat Richter said,
viewing the injured after the Badgers
beat Michigan for the first time .inre
1981 The game drew a eel iout crone! of
77,745.
Richter eimaited the crash of fans
trying to reach the field as "a domino
effect"
Spectators in the end-zone portion of
Camp Randall Sadium pushed forward
as the game ended Metal rail fences
lining the front of the stands collapsed,
and a chain-link feriax about 5 feet high
separating a track from the playing field
also went dcwn, pulling up its conarte
footings
The cheering caned within 10 min-
utes as a pubbc address announcer alert-
ed the manacle) the hinnies.
-We tried to get some et tte people
back so the people below them who were
getting trampled could get out," Dane
County deputy sheriff John limpet mid.
it was just too loud for them to hear.
People kept falling on top of each other,"
he said
"People were pushing down. 1 was
pushed down too but the people in front
were mainly the pack who got tram-
pled." said freshmen Jennifer Harterll.
IR, of Germantown. WiN "Everybody
rushed onto tee field and maybe 'even
people were on the goalpoet fticiolte et_
The goalpost, storid They are spe-
cially designed to withstand ranisuk
Riseling said the security strategy
"didn't wort." Anticipants fans on the
field in case Wiseman won, polio, were
instructed to fall back and sunound the
enalposts, preventing fans from heating
themselves by climbing on than.
'There are Dot enough police in all of
1 ane Comity be handle 12003 surgang
people in that section of stadium." she
said. ' 'We have mem nothing like the surge
that we saw today before in Madieon."
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SportsNews • Black Be
ars, Axemen tie 4-4
• UMaine football falls to the Blue Hens
• Kerry Brothers, Sean Tynan lead UMaine X-country
The Campus] • UMaine hockey
Sports Ticker Black Bears, Acadia battle to 4-4 tie
Kanya, Latendresse third-period goals help UMaine rally from 4-2 deficit
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
No offense to United States runner-up
lake Superior State and whomever Mexi-
co's national champion might be, but it's
likely that the two best North American
college hockey teams from the 1992-93
season met Friday night at Alfond Arena.
Defending U S collegiate champion
University of Maine hosted Canadian champ
Acadia University for deferred bragging
nghts as the beet team on the continent--
and absolutely nothing was settled
The Black Bears and the A xeinen battled
to a 4-4 overtime tie in a game that featured
a spectacular battle of will, between Acadia
netminder Denis Sprint too and UMaine left
wing Paul Kariya
Sproxton, a junior whose goals against
average coming into the game was above
5.00, continually stopped UMaine scoring
chances with saves on the verge of the
impossible_
"He's unbelievable He was peppered
( with 42 UMaine shots). but he kept us in it."
Acadia coach Tom Coolen said.
One of S prox ton s most frequent victim,
was Kariya, who he stifled on a number of
occasion, The most acrobatic stop came on
a Kariya partial breakaway with 54 seconds
left in the second period and UMaine trail-
ing, 3-2.
The UMaine captain and 1991 Holey
Baker Award winner drea the Alfond faith-
ful to the edge of their seats as he broke in on
the right side of the Axemen 700C
Gracefully stnding with all the speed he
could muster. Kariya suckered Spmxton
with a fake and attempted to slip a backhand
high above the fallen goalie. But Sproston
recovered in time to pick Kariya's shot out
of the air with his glove hand, drawing a
collective sigh of disappointment from the
UMaine crnwd.
Kariya got his revenge, however, in the
third period. After a Duane Dennis goal gave
Acadia a 4-2 lead 4:58 into the final stanza,
UMaine fans may have been hoping Jim
See UMAINE HOCKEY
on page 19
UMaine's Dan Sherrnerhorn (21) tries to break away from Acadia diefende
Jeff MacLeod (11) during action at Alfond Arena Friday night (Page photo.
• UMaine football
Delaware Blue Hens
hold off UMaine, 21-19
NEWARK. Del. (AP) — Norman Cole- tel and escaped with the victor) when
man rushed for 104 yards and one touch- UMaine kicker Tom Dadmun missed a 30-
yard field goal attempt as time expired It
wad the second consecutive week that
UMaine has had a chance to win in the final
seconds and missed a field goal
Blue Hen halfback lanue Johnson
scored on a 28 - sand run just three minutes
into the game before UMaine answered
with a 2-yard touchdown run Its Andre
Pam to cut the lead to 7-41 Delaware quar-
terback Keith Langan added a 15. yard scot
ing toss to Dan Cooper and Coleman sprint
ed 79 yinis for a score with 51 seconds lett
in the first quarter
'Maine slopped the Blue Hen offense
the rem of the way and climbed hack me
the game
Quarterback Emilio Colon, who hit or,
20 of 37 passes for 254 yards. hit Kenny
Squires on a 15-yard touchdown pass with
9 '34 left in the first half After a acoreles,
third quarter. UMaine cut the lead to 21-19
on a one-yard Robert Tubbs scoring run
down as Delaware held off t 'Maine for a with 3.4e ieft to play
21-19 victors Saturday in a 1 ankee Con- Delaware improved to 6-2 and 4-2 in
ference game the conference l'Maine fell to 3-5 and 2-4
Delaware lead 21 e, after the fire; quer- in the conference
UMaine's Kenny Squires
• Racism
Attack leaves
US luge
team wary
By Larry Siddons
AP Spoits Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Security con-
cerns could keep the United Suttee lege
team away front a Wotid Cop moo in
Jamas. at Obethof. GeraellOtiltere a
learn member was beaten up in a racial
attack by night-wing akinheads
As commit) over the weekend attacks
in a Gentian hat grew, la S Olympic
officials sought aniranoes dun security
for Americans competing in Eumpe was
entre tent, while athletes warned against
taking too marq precautions
"You can't just roll via a ball and
let the world run neer yam." said Balmy
Warner, a former 01ragie lager and a
member of the US. °Oliva Commit-
me's Atbkoes Advisory Oossica. She
mid she lodeoMpolod ted Indaid 10-30
times is Obsdeof mahout Widest.
Officio& of the U.S. Lisp Associa-
tion said Sundry they were minim Gee-
See ATTACK on page 18
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• NFL Roundup
Shula picks up 324th win, ties Halas' record
By Barry Wilner
AP football Writer
Don Shutt got part of a record and a full
soaking Sunday
Shula tied George Ilalas with 324 victo-
nes. most in NFL history , when Scott Mitch-
ell threw three touchdown passes in a 30-
10 rout of Kansas City It has taken the 63-
year-old Shula 30 years to compile a 124-
152-6 mark with the Dolphins and Balti-
more Colts Halms was 324-151-31 in 40
seasons with the Chicago Bears.
s reward? Linebacker Bryan Cox
dunked a pail ot ice water on Shula's head
How did Shula react'
"I told him I loved him:. Shula replied
He goes for the record next week at the
New York Jets, the only team lo heal the
Dolphins (6-11 this season
"I'm very happy tone a record by a guy
who's meant so much to the National h 611 -
ball League:. Shula said. "I never even
thought when 1 first started coaching that
there would he a day like this."
It was another short day's work for Joe
Montana The Chiefs quarterback left in
the second quarter after reaggravatmg a
hamstring injury.
In other games. it was the New York
Jets 10. the New York Giants 6. Green Bay
17. Chicago 3. Tampa Bay 31, Atlanta 14.
and Indianapolis 9, New Lngland 6 Mon
day night's game has Washington at Buffa-
lo
Idle this week were Pittsburgh, Cincin-
nati. Cleveland and Houston.
Later Sunday. it was the Los %ngeles
Rams at San Francisco, Dallas at Philadel-
phia; Seattle at Denver. New Orleans at
Phoenix. San Diego at the Los Angeles
Raiders, and Detroit at Minnesota in a
night game. Dolphins 30, Chiefs 10
At Miami. Mitchell. making his second
start in place of injured Dan Marino, threw
for 344 yards and three touchdowns He hit
Irving Fryar for 27 yards. Keith Byars for 8
and Mark Ingram for 77 yards.
"I'm not even the starting quarterback,
and were still winning." Mitchell said.
"So we must have a pretty good team "
Maybe good enough to get Shula hack
to the Super Bowl for the first time since
the 1984 season
"We really dedicated ourselves to get-
ting to the Super Bowl," tight end Keith
Jackson said, "because we think that would
be a great way to cap off the year for coach
Shula. If he is going to break a record, we'd
like him to do it in a year that we go all the
way" . 
Kansas City (5-2) also lost running
See NFL ROUNDUP on page 20
Attack on American luger from page I "'
man authorities would handle the situation
and provide a safe environment for all ath-
letes in the area They planned to send for-
mal communication on the matter to the
German luge federation and the German
Olympic Committee on Monday
But if the American athletes feel unsafe
returning to the mountain resort town of
3.000 in the southwestern corner of what
used to he East Germany. officials said they
v ould give up the World Cup meet
Black team membet Robert Pipkins. ap-
parently the initial target if the attack, said
he wools) not he scared off
"If there is a run. lithe there: • he said
Pipkins said in a telephone inter-slew
'T,,f`l his hotel in Ig Is that he ,onsistered the
attack a hate cnme "ckarly directed toward
me because I was black
The skinheads taunted Pipkins. the only
black member of the .4 merican group, imi-
tating monkey noises and gestures Soon
after, they were chasing out the Americans
yelling. "Nigger Out "
Team member Duncan Kennedy was
incensed and turned to confront the gang
But he was boned under blows to the head
with fists and kicks to the torso with neo-
Nazi trademark combat hoots
"They. kept throwing me down the stairs
and kicking me in the head and eventually I
got away ..• Kennedy, of Lake Placid. N Y .
said '1 was lucky. They could base killed
ine if they wanted "
Initial reports said Pipkins was roughed
up, but the athletes said Kennedy was the
only one hurt
"I think it was a wonderful thing that
Duncan did," Warner said "It showed
sportsmanship and unity They are compet-
itors. but they are brothers • •
The beatings were the first renous case
since unification that Amencans were at-
tacked by Gemtan hate • mongers
Officials and athletes. interviewed at the
L'SOC board of directors meeting stressed
that the attacks on Pipkins and Duncan
Kennedy a white teammate, were isolated
incidents
But USLA executive director Ron Rossi
also said that the luge team - whii.hrnosed
from training in Oherhof to Igls. Austria. a
day ahead of schedule after Friday night's
incident had been told to cover up the
American identification on its van and gen-
erally keep a lower profile
"We have advised them, if they have
any overt reference to the USA or the t S
team, take them (qr.— Rossi said "Don't
travel as a team Don't get caught off guard.
There's only one thing they can't do any-
thing about -- Robert "
(*ethnic mayor and other German offi-
cials, fearful the ticident would scare away
foreigners and blight Germany's image.
apologized effusively and sought to assure
international athletes they would be sate in
(;ermany
• UMaine cross country
Brothers, Tynan earn All-New England honors
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
University of Maine standouts Kerry
Brothers and Se-an Tynan each copped All-
New England honors during the New En-
gland Cross Country Championship Friday
Brothers finished in 16th place in the
vs omen s race. finishing the 3 I - rvii le cnurse
in 19-05 Her finish was good enough to earn
an All-New England selection
University of Maine coach Jim Ballinger
said Brothers maintained a consistent pace
throughout the race
"She maintained her position through-
out the race," Ballinger said "She started
oiPt" L & A MarketVek,44,
19 Mal Street 
.44Downtown Orono
866-2551
Stop in and check out our specials:
Coke
2 Met
only 89(
Nacho Cheese
Doritos
1 4 z bag S I '4-9
Dell Coupon
Free 16 oz. Coke
with any sandwich purchase
Small I arge
1 Ro ash S2 09
Fax Coupon
Send and Receive a Fax
Use our fax number and get
$1 off
fIrst pair rot teams
Extvres 11 12 93 rag 164, -,1 16 Expires 11/30/13
near the front of the pack and stayed there"
Brothers, a graduate student, highlight
ed an eighth place finish for UMaine The
Black Be.ars accumulated 253 points The
University of Vermont won the women -%
race with 59 total points
Ballinger said he was pleased with the
women's performance
"Vie ran very well as a team." he said
Heather Pole was the only other worn-
•n.< meniber to finish in the top 6o. finishing
-113th with a time of 20-04
Tynan finished fifth dunng the men's
New England Championship to earn his All -
NE status The UMaine men's cross country
squad finished 12th overall at the meet
Sheldon Young was the next closest fin-
' Over for the Black Bears. placing 49th
-We had an excellent showing," Ball -
-Ter Sal vnan ran very well
a
B
Ballinger said that the top eight finishers
in the individual race were from the North
Atlantic Conference
'The NAC looked real good out there."
Ballinger said
Both men % and women' s squads are off this
week and swing heck int) action Nov 11 11r
woolen will compete in the Eastern Collegiate
Athena. Conference race, and the men will take
part in the Inaeroollegiate Avanciatain of Ama-
teur Athletes of AITICTICa raw 13otti races will
he heki under the ausgsms of the FfAC
the races will serve as qualifiers for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association race
at Lehigh I 'niversity. on Nos 22 The top two
teams from the New England region. as well
as the top three indaviduids, will qualitS
The Black Bears must beat out 18 other
teams to qualify tor the national nieet
-IC% a tough ?oh:. Ballinger said
non mingsgmen.1.1 IN or ars or ne=ln No • In • III
Free Delivery! i
2 Med 14 Inch Pizzas
with single toppings only
$9.95
rirre2 17-793
Pizza King
I 154 Park Ave
I Orono - Call 866-5505
Ilbm•••••••••••=iiimm a
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UMaine hockey from page 17
Stontgornery was somewhere in the arena,
pupating to score three unanswered g‘ ial
like he'd' mil( irgettahly did in the final penis]
the national champs inship game last year
Of course, he wasn't Montgomery is
now with the NFIL's St. Louis Blues but
Kenya. who assisted all three of MA mtgom-
ery's championship-game goals, had a few
tncks of his own up his sleeve.
First, Kariya cut the Acadia lead to 4-3
with a Wayne Gretzty-esque goal 6:55 into
the third. Skating around the hack of the net
as A semen defender Milan Dragicevic tried
to live up to his team's nickname by whack-
ing at Kanya with has stick, the UMaine
sophomore swerved around the net and
tucked the puck into the left comer past a
surprised Smiths"
"Then. a little over three minutes later.
1 Maine junior Mikel.atendresse hatted his
own rebound past :proxtrin for the final
tally of the game Latendresse's goal was
assisted by fwho else?) Kanya, who now
has three goals and three assists in UMaine' s
2 -0- I start
UMaine took a 1-0 lead on a pretty
Latendresse-to-Pat •Tarth I goal 8:52 into the
game, hut Acadia answered with a short
handed goal by Dennis with 1:56 left in the
first penod
Just 33 seconds later, Kanya struck
again, feeding junior defenseman Dave
MacIsaac for a carbon-copy of the Laten-
dresse-Tardif goal and a 2-1 UMaine lead.
(Jut second period goals by Acadia•s
Dragicevic and Greg Clancy gave the Axe-
men a 3-2 lead and forced UMaine coach
Shawn Walsh to replace UMaine goalie
Blair Marsh with Blair Allison. Allison
played superbly. allowing only Dennis's
third period goal while making a number of
difficult stops.
Contrary to the expectations of many,
the game proved to he just what Walsh
thought it would he - a tough fight between
two good teams
?This was an excellent game (mu% at this
stage of the season." Walsh said. "We made
some mistakes. but they are a good team and
they capitalized"
WMEB College Hockey Media Poll
Week 2, (ct. M. 1993
Team Ranking Point 13t., c i Last Week
1. Lake Superior i 1
2. Boston U. • 41
3. UMaine 114 2-0-1 4
4. Michigan 89 3 0 I 5
5. Wisconsin 78 2
6. Harvard 65 1_0 8
7 Michigan Si. 49 3-1 7
8. RP1 38 1-1 5
9. Colorado Coll. 26 44)
10T. Mich.Tech 19 3-1 9
10T Boss 1 . Green 19 4-0 I
Others Receiving Votes: Miami. Clattami, Minnesota-Duluth, 18, U Mem-Lowell, 124
New Hampshire. 9: No. Michigan. 5; Minima* 2. •
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UMaine sports notebook
UMaine men's soccei
earns weekend split
Paul Kelly scored off a Connor Ward
assist with 10:26 left in the contest to lead
the University of Maine to a 2-1 men's
soccer victory over Central Connecticut Fri-
day night.
Evenon Bamngton opened the scoring
with 16 seconds left in the first half. from a
Stephen Raynor assist.
Bob Strong tied the game at the 51:21
mark of the second half, assisted by Jake
Ouimet
UMaine goalie Jeremy l)uhe stopped
three of 13 Central Connecticut shots. while
Central Connecticut keeper Joe O'Connell
saved four of 12 UMaine shots.
UMaine impnv.ed to 6-7-1 with the
win, while Central Connecticut dropped to
13-4-1
On Sunday, Tomas Johancson' s goal with
18:21 remaining in the contest lifted the
llniversity of Massachusetts Amherst to a 1 -
win over the University of Maine Black
Bears in men's soccer action in Amherst.
Mass
Johansson's goal came during a flurry of
action in front of the LIMaine net. Justin
Falelman assisted on the goal. Goalkeeper
Mark Wolf made 9 saves for the 9-10 Min-
utemen
For 6-8-1 Maine. Sett D'Appolonia
made six saves
UMaine returns to action on Tuesday
when they travel to Hartford to face the
Delaware Blue liens The Black Bears must
win to keep their playoff hopes alive
U Mame field
hockey falls twice
The UMaine field hockey team lost a
pair of contests this weekend. Ilse Black
Bears lost to Michigan State by a 3-I score
Saturday . then dropped a 3-0 decision to the
I niversity of Michigan Sunday. Both games
took place in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Freshman Annie Elkanich had the lone
UMaine goal of the weekend, worm? ver-
sus Michigan State on a Wendy DuBois
pass
The Black Bears. now 11 -5-1, are in
action again nest weekend in the North
Atlantic Conference Championships at
Northeastern University.
If you are interested in writing
sports for The Maine Campus
give Chad Finn a can at 581-1268.
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• College football roundup
Ohio State remains unbeaten; other scores from Saturday
No. I Florida St. 54. Wake Forest 0
TALLAHASSEE. Fla (API Top-
ranked Florida State survived a scare Satur-
day when quarterback Charlie Ward was
knocked out of the game with a rib injury,
the only difficulty for the Seminoles in a 54-
0 victory over Wake Forest
Ward's roommate, freshman tailback
W'amck Dunn. took un much of the offen-
sive slack, running for 162 yards on eight
carries and toughdowns of 63 and 5 yards.
The Seminoles tied a school record with
their fourth shutout, and have allowed only
38 points this season
Florida State (8-0, 6-() Atlantic Coast
Conference) clinched at least a share of its
second straight league title and lied an ACC
record a ith its 15th straight v ictory Mary -
land set the record in 1975 and 1976
Wake Forest 12-5. 1-4) failed to avert the
shutout midway through the final quarter when
Bill Hollows missed a 27-yard field goal.
Team physician Dr. Tom Haney diag-
nosed Ward's injury as bruised nbs and said
Ward's status for next Saturday •s game at
Maryland would be evaluated daily.
No. 3 Ohio St. 24, No. 12 Penn St 6
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Raymont
Hams rushed for a career-high 151 yards and
atouchdown Satuniay as No 3 ( Rik. State beat
No. 12 Penn State 24-6 to remain on track for
their first Rose Bowl bid in nine years.
fhe win kepi Ohiii State (14-0, 5-0 Big
Ten atop the league standings and virtually
elimiiiated Penn State (5-2, 2-2) from title
contention
Penn State took a 3-0 lead when Craig
Fayak kicked a 29-yard field goal on the
game s opening drive But Ohio State quickly
countered with a 4- yard TD run by Harris
and led the rest of the way in a game played
in snow flurries and gusty winds
Ohio State's defense limited Penn State
to a pair of field goals by Fayalc. who be-
came the N many Lions' career scoring lead-
er Entering the game, the Lions were sec-
ond in Big Ten scoring with a 14-point
average.
Penn State's Ki-Jana Carter gained 12
yards on 24 carries.
No. 6 Nebraska 21, No. 20 Colorado 17
BOULDEP. Colo ( AP) Core) Dixon
stunned Colorado with two big plays in the
first quarter. staking Nebraska to a 21-3
lead, and the sixth-ranked Conthuskers hung
on for a 21-17 victory on Saturday.
Calvin Jones scored twice for Nebraska
(8-0, 4-0 Big Eight), which used a stout
defense to keep the 20th-ranked Buffaloes
at bay until the closing minutes.
The Buffs (4-3-1, 2-1- I). who insisted
dun ng the week they wouldn't play Iota tie,
opted for a PAT instead of a 2-point conver-
sion, making the score 21-17.
NFL Roundup from page 18
back Harvey Williams with a concussion.
Williams was taken from the field on a
stretcher.
Jets 10, Giants 6
The ro.ivi was kind to the Jets, even if
they were playing at home
Brad Baxter scored on a 2-yard run to
cap an 18-play, 79-yard dnve that took up
11 15 of the third quarter Then the Jets 0-
4l presented touchdowns on three Giants
drives inside the 10-yard line to snap a
three-game losing streak
The Giants, who were the home team
for the Battle of New York. have lost both
games nght after bye weeks. while win-
ning their other five
Packers 17, Bears 3
At Green Bay, Reggie White became
the all-time sacks leader with 130 112,
getting two of the Packers' seven traps of
Jim Harhaugh He moved one ahead of
Lawrence Taylor.
Leading 10-3. the Packers clinched it
with a 91-yard, 12-play drive that lasted
more than six minutes. capped by Darrell
Thompson's 17-yard TD run The defense
did the rest, leaving the Bears with only
112 points in seven games. 47 coming in
one game.
It was the Packers' third straight win
after starting the season 1-3. Chicago is
3-4
Buccaneers 31, Faicans 14
At .Atianta, Craig Erickson had a career
day, passing for 318 yards and four touch-
dOWTIS as the Rues ( 2-5 )built a 31-3 lead. Then
they held on. uopping the Falcons on dowits at
the Tampa Bay 9 with 50 seconds left.
Erickson•s scoring passes covered 42
yards to Vince Workman, 5 yards to Reg-
gie Cobb — who later left with a sprained
knee — and 60 and 44 yards to Horace
Copeland. whose last four receptions have
gone for touchdowns
But Atlanta 12-6) rallied. Bobby Hebert
hit a wide open Andre Rison for a 53-yard
TD. Tony Smith's 51-yard punt return set up
a 9-yard scoring pass to Ri .on. Then Hebert
hit Mike Pritchard for a 5-yard touchdown.
Colts 9, Patriots 6
At Indianapolis, Dean Biasucci's 37-
:ard field goal with 2.42 remaining won
the kicking duel. It was the second straight
meeting in which the Colts heat the Patriots
with nothing hut field goals. Indianapolis
won 6-0 last December.
Biasucci also connected from 38 and 27
yards, while Scott Sisson was good from 40
and 26
Both quarterbacks had decent statistics,
despite the lack of scoring. Jeff George was
I8-for-26 for 200 yards for Indianapolis
(3-4). while Scott Secules hit 23 of 37 for
279 yards for New England (1-7).
Vote at the Orono American Legion
Hall at 158 Park Street tomorrow.
Maine Campus classifiedg Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified ad.
ante
$412.50-Sell 75 hilarious coliege I shio,
8 profit 1412 50 A risk-free program
22 designs Call now for free catalog '
800-304 3300
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-
12.000- 14,000•/mo teaching basic
conversational English abroad Japan,
Taiwan, and S Korea Many employers
provide room 8 board • other benefits
No teaching background or Asian lan-
guages ,equired For more information
call (206) 632-1146 ext 15067
Nannies/Childcare-The premier
e9rocr-9 Years experience Families ga
lore ' Over 2000 placements in NY, NJ, CT,
PA, and sunny FL Cal today placed to-
morrow Nannies plus 1(800)751-0078
GREEKS *4111S-Rarse up to 11000 in 'Lest
one week' Fraternity, soronty • dubs Plus
S1DOCtor ?cursed' And a FREE T-SH1RT yust
for cal--: ' 3)0-932-(Y 1? eict. 75
*91 Toyota-2 dr. 4 extra tires, AM/FM
• ',P. le, 42,000 mites Ear con
• - ,t 15000 Call 866-4609
Yakima car rack with stretch kit and
• • gutters Like new-
1% Ca 827 7308
Epson Action 5000-24 pin printer, less
than 10 months old Includes all m.anu
als $215 or best offer Call 581-1272
Front row Wynton Marsalis ticket for
sale (Nov 9th) 520 Call Greg x8597
Guitar-Ovation 6 string acoustic Ear
condition viv/ new hardshell case Ask
irig $240 or I3/0 Call Mike at 866-3412 
4.6 acres 77•40ey. Surveyed, soil
tested, close to public El -ramp- S4,750
866-2336
Hundreds of CO's-55 each. Sony CDP
591 CD player, $100 Monster M1 •
MLAS speaker cable, 130 each Call 581
3852 and ask for James
Mac Classic 11-16 Mhz, 4 Me RAM/80
MB HD 1 yr old/ excellent cond w/ soft
PC • more Carrying case Asking $800
581-6731
Lost A pair of eyeglasses Brfocais v.
blue metallic frames Would have been
in a black case Lost on Friday the 22nd
Possibly lost in Boardman or ki array If
found call Ken at 581-8468 REWARD!
Lost Bright blue lansport backpack in
Stewart Commons on 10/27 Cal 1(,rr
x8914
Win an autographed copy of Stephen
King's book The Dark Half] I Come to
the Maine Review table in the Union
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock-
ford, Fosgate, Clarion, JVC, more
Soundshapers- 1 45 Elm St., Brewer
989 1889
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a m -4
p m Sat 11 a m -2 p m From Main
take Poe 2nd right to Birch
Get on board FERNALD'S EARLY COF-
FEE EXPRESS between 7 00 and 8 30
a m and huy yn,,• rof4et, at half price
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. (-et ty TAILGATE PARTY
giveawa, (K) :a, Os start at 8 00
Prr
Orono-Available immec lately 2 bed-
rooms, heated Central, located Tel
866-2816
Park Piace-2 BR unit with 2 baths 8 full
basement now open 1600 heated 862-
2061
Orono-Unfurnished, 2 BR, 2 story with
garage and washer dryer hookup 1450
a month Call 866-7816, leave mes-
sage
M/F wanted-2 bedroom apt 5128/
mo + 1/3 utilities Dishwasher, 2 baths,
walking distance to campus 866-
0306
Free Trips Si Cash! Call us and find out
how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's #1 Spring Ftreak com-
pany! Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Ja-
maica, Panama, Daytona, or Padre'
CALL NOW' Take A Break Student
Travel (800) 328- SAVE or (617) 424-
8227
Spnng Break sale! Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, S Padre, Florida, from 1109
Book now and save SSS I Organize small
group travel free' Sun Splash Tours 1 -
800-426-7710
Congratulations to the Blade Soci-
ety members who were recently au
thorized Amy, April, Jason, Larry, and
Sean From Lisa, Jim, Pete, and
Andy.
